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Thursday, February 14,1985

Vol. 67 Issue 80

Olscamp questions educators' report
by Benjamin Morrison
news editor

University President Paul Olscamp said the
national report stating the value of a college
degree has fallen "isn't worth much."
The report, conducted for the American Association of Colleges by a panel of educators, said
the reason for the decline in value is because of
curriculum where "almost anything goes."
Hie blame for the declining value of a college
education was directed at the professors. The
report mentioned the core of the problem was the
transformation of teachers with the education of
students as the priority to professors "with allegiance to academic disciplines stronger than their

commitment to teaching."
Olscamp said there are three reasons for the
report not having much significance to him.
''First of all, the report claims the 'value' has
disintegrated, but it never says what they mean
by value," Olscamp said. "There is research that
shows income for those with a high degree of
education... is much higher than those with only
a high school diploma."
OISCAMP'S SECOND disagreement with the
report is "there has been a lot of research done
which proves college graduates are as satisfied
with their college education as those who graduated 20 years ago." He said 20 years ago there
were fewer elective courses which students were

permitted to take and obtain a degree.
"Finally, the report offers no significant advice
besides telling the faculty to straighten up their
act," Olscamp said. "It's one thing to give a list of
ideas or "lofty concepts," but it's another to show
universities how to change their curriculums to
stop the problem."
The report also calls for the professors and
administrations to focus their efforts on teaching
students - not their own research.
"I disagree strongly with this part of the report," Olscamp said. ''There are some institutions
that push research to the detriment of teaching but not at Bowling Green."
AT THE UNIVERSITY, research is one-third of

the requirements needed for a professor to obtain
tenure, with the other two-thirds attributed to the
professor's teaching and University service.
"Teaching and research are more important
than service," Olscamp said.
"Some of the greatest teachers are great researchers. They are contributing to whatis going
on in their field so they are the most interesting,
exciting - they really excite the students."
But not everything in the report was disputed by
the University President. "The general requirements at this University do need to be overhauled," Olscamp said, noting there have been
some proposals to the Faculty Senate on changing
the general requirements.

Hard-hats show
fear for safety
by Michael Mclnlyre
staff reporter
People wearing hard-hats
were in Williams Hall last week,
but not for the building's renovation.
Instead, University graduate
students in sociology wore hardhats in their offices to illustrate
the danger caused by water
damage to the ceiling there.
Gunnar Valgeirsson, graduate
student in sociology, said water
damage to the ceiling of his
basement office was caused by a
pipe which burst three weeks
ago.
"I opened the door and there
was two inches of water on the
floor," Valgeirsson said. "The
ceiling fell in on my desk."
He said the graduate students
with offices in the hall were
upset because the ceiling had
not yet been repaired. They also
believed there was danger because parts of the ceiling were
still falling and there was a
chance of being exposed to asbestos.
Sociology graduate student
Mary Warner said it was dangerous to sit in her office. "A
student was in my room and
almost got hit in the head with a
piece of tile," she said.
ALTHOUGH THE graduate
students are concerned about
the health risks posed by asbestos, Dan Parratt, associate director of environmental
services, said "the asbestos is
not posing a serious health prob-

U.S. sees
no change
in policies

lem as far as I can see."
Parrat said he detected no
damage to the asbestos covering
the pipes that run across the
exposed ceiling. He said he only
examined it by sight, but said a
closer examination will be conducted by Asbestos Coordinator
Pat Bellm when she returns
from a conference in Cincinnati.
The ceiling was repaired two
days ago, but the graduate students said they aren't satisfied.
"Why should I pay for the
damage the school has cost
me?" valgiersson asked. "I just
want to be paid for my books, I
know they can't replace my personal belongings and notes.'1

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
United States and Soviet Union
will sit down to discuss the Middle East next week, but U.S.
officials tried yesterday to
dampen expectations in advance by insisting they expect
no change in Soviet policies.
Nevertheless, the two-day session in Vienna beginning Tuesday represents an increase in
the dialogue on such troublespots as Afghanistan, southern
Lebanon, the Iran-Iraq war and
the Arab-Israeli conflict.
"These talks should not be
seen as negotiations," State Department spokesman Bernard
Kalb cautioned after announcing the discussions.

Karl Vogt, vice president for
operations, said the graduate
students must go through the
same process as any one else to
get reimbursement.
"In order to receive compensation, a person has to file a
claim with the courts," Vogt
said. "It is actually a claim
against the state, not the Univer-

"They are merely an exchange of views," he said.
"They do not represent any
change in the U.S. position regarding issues affecting the region, nor do we expect them to
result in changes in Soviet positions."

VOGT SAID THE repairs
were not made until three weeks
after the incident because of
other maintenance needs on the
campus.
"I can well appreciate an environment that looks decent,"
Vogt said. "But safety of students and faculty is our number
one concern."
Vogt said yesterday that he
would meet with a group of the
graduate students with offices in
Williams Hall to answer their
questions.

Call-in program
results in arrests

The U.S. delegation will be led
by Richard Murphy, assistant
secretary of state for the Near
East. The Soviet team will be led
by Vladimir Polyakov, who is
Murphy's counterpart in the Soviet foreign ministry.
"The discussions are to contribute to our own mutual understanding of those problems and
are part of our ongoing effort to
engage the Soviets in the full
agenda of issues, including regional questions, human rights,
and bilateral issues as well as
arms control," said Kalb. Arms
control negotiations are set to
resume next month in Geneva.

Lotsa love

BG News/Joe Phelan

In the University bakeshop. Sallie Schroeder. senior biology major decorates Valentine's Day cookies.
The shop made about 1100 heart cookies to be sold in campus cafeterias.

Almost 2,000 drivers caught
Holiday celebrated
by Don Lee
staff reporter

Almost 2,000 motorists were
arrested on Ohio highways
through the statewide citizen
call-in project "REDDI,"
according to figures released by
the Ohio Highway Patrol this
week.
Citizens could call their local
law-enforcement agencies by
telephone or citizens -band radio
as part of Report Every Dangerous Driver Immediately
(REDDIi.
The report said there were 10,126 citizen reports which resulted in 3,553 instances of
vehicles being stopped by state
patrol officers and 1,953 subsequent arrests for various driving
violations, including 1,354 for
driving while intoxicated.
Statewide totals broke down
Into 4,207 reports by telephone to
local posts and district offices,
and 5.921 reports by CB radio.
The Walbridge patrol post
near Interstate 280 in northern
Wood County gets most of its
REDDI reports by CB radio,
said Lt. Merle Bush.
USA COMER, commmunicaUons technician for the Flndlay

patrol post, said Findlay received 211 reports in 1964,140 of
those by CB. These resulted in a
total of 120 contacts and 61 arrests - 45 for DWI.
The University's Public
Safety Department is "always
available to take calls, Carol
Pratt, records officer, said. All
Public Safety patrolmen have
CB radios in their patrol cars, as
do all police agencies in the
area.
"We (Public Safety) do go out
and check. If anybody reports (a
dangerous driver), somebody
responds." Pratt said.
The patrol encourages citizens
to report any instances of "dangerous driving," not Just motorists whom they suspect might be
intoxicated.
"A lot of times well stop (a
driver) and find he's Just sleepy
or fooling around with his car
radio and going all over the
place (on the road)," Bush said.
REDDI 18 BEGINNING its
third vear of operation and is
one of several similar projects
in 24 states, said Lt. Jack Holland of the patrol's planning and
research office in Columbus.
The patrol's statewide CB call
sign is KNN-3063. The Bowling
Green police call sign Is KHX8971.

Valentines represent past
by Teresa Tarantlno
staff reporter

When you were little, you probably sat in your
classroom hoping the Cats bay or rgirl sitting
behind you woiudfivt yona "spedal' Valsntine.
Now, some 10 years later, yon att boms anxiously waiting for the usaUiinn or the florist to
make a delivery. Bat yon aren't th* first to watt people have been celebrating this holiday for
years.
Even William Shakespeare immsKsHlsd Valentine's Day in Hamlet Ophelia spake these
words of her beloved Basinet:
"Good morrow! 'tis St. ftlMttwr* Day.
All in the morning betime.
And I a maid at your window,
To be your Valentine!"
The actual tradition of Valentine's Day ottos
back as far as the time of the ancttifj
Valentine's Day started as the aaekatt 1
feast of the Lupercalia, in honor of tWIJ
Jack Santino, assistant professor of paV
tore.
^H
The festival was held on Feb. 15, and as a
the celebration, the names of all of the
maids were put into a container and the .
men who chose their names were their escorts
the festival.
The modern tradition of Valentine boxes
kind you decorated in grade school

came from this tradition
The first Valentine card as we know them was
seat la the 19ttt century, Santino said.
The name of the celebration was changed by the
Cathoae Charch about Vt AD. when it declared
Feh.HthefeastofStVslenttoe.
Valentine was a Catholic priest hi Rome. He was
onttsnated the patron saw of people in love
because he cannoned to marry couples secretly
after the Emperor forbade marriages; he was
eventually Jaded for this. Whue hi Jail Valentine
stoned Ms letters, "from your Valentine." Santino
church may have combined these two
hohdays to discourage the peasants from recoggjxinaj pagan symbols, aaatuio said.
Another theory which may explain Valentine's
I being the holiday of lovers is that the
«as bald in the spring, a time when
Bier aramals mated, he said.
Jet spring may also explain the
iwers as a token to one's Valentine,
I'S Day is celebrated differently in
countries, Santino said. In France and
I. children go from home to home reciting
for which they are given candy,
if you didn't get anything from the mailman
or the florist, try reciting rhymes to your roommate.

KALB DECLINED TO say
whether the United States was
preparing to resume a more
active role as mediator in the
Middle East.
President Reagan, leaving the
White House yesterday for a
vacation in California, was
asked what the meeting might
accomplish.
"Well, there are a number of
things that I think are of interest
to both countries," he said.
"There's some reason to believe
that we can straighten out some
things -trade matters."
Kalb said the objective of the
session was to "help avoid miscalculation and to reduce the
potential risk of U.S.-Soviet confrontation."
The spokesman also confirmed that Soviet Ambassador
Anatoly Dobrynin met for an
hour with Secretary of State
George Shultz at the State Department, but he would not say
what the officials discussed.
Reagan, asked about the reported agreement between PLO
chief Yasser Arafat and Jordan's King Hussein on a socalled "framework for peace,"
replied: "it seems as if some
progress has been made ... So,
we're being optimistic about it,''
But he said the administration
was "definitely not in support"
of holding an international conference on the Middle East,
which Israel also opposes. Some
reports say such a conference is
part of the ''framework" Hussein and Arafat devised for dealing.with the Palestinian
problem.
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-Editorialunion facelift
idea profitable

A proposal to be made before the Board of
Trustees next month could be an important step
in the appearance and service for current and
prospective University members.
Renovations to the University Union may be an
added attraction and an invaluable service to
prospective students and visitors of BGSU - not to
mention those already attending the University.
As reported in a recent article in the News, major
reconstruction of the Union would include a pizza
shop, a mini-mall and a 2V4-story extension to the
building.
By adding a mini-mall, the University would
provide a valuable service to those students who do
not have transportation to get to the area shopping
centers. By adding a 2%-story extension, the University would be making an effort to improve the
appearance of the Union - often the focus of an
institution.

Books, costumes - no swimsuits

Tougher ways to measure poise
defender of the recent pageant,
quoted in The Daily Senlinel-Triby Cralg Herqert
Dime, was Melissa Bradley, the
reigning Miss Ohio. Her defense
Another Miss BGSU schol- was a bit unusual, though; she
arship pageant has come and acknowledged that the bathing
Sne, but not without the usual suit competition should be
bate over its appropriateness. omitted because, she said, it
Critics charged that it causes gives the pageant a bad reputawomen to strive for an unattai- tion. But, being one who tends to
nable image of feminine perfec- focus on the positive, she action. Its defenders, on the other knowledged the constructive ashand, argued that such events pect of the event: The judges
are much more than beauty figure a woman must have poise
pageants since they include tal- if she can stand, clad only in a
ent competition and since they swimsuit, in front of thousands
offer many career opportunities of viewers.
for the contestants. My own feeling is that to say that these
I have good news for Miss
pageants involve more than Bradley. If the only reason to
good looks is a little like saying retain the pageant's controverthere is more to the movie "Can- sial bathing suit segment is to
nonball Run" than car chases: test the contestants' poise, simyes, there's dialogue and editing ply substitute a different means
and a theme song, but I've yet to of testing it. This way everybody
meet the person who went to see would be happy.
it for anything but the car
Let's examine the matter logichases.
cally. If wearing a bathing suit
But enough about how I feel in front of a crowd tests poise, it
about these things. Let's give must be that doing so in front of
the people who value these af- a crowd is not easy. Presufairs a chance to speak. One mably, Miss Bradley means that

Since Paul Olscamp took over the duties of
University president, he has established an impressive record of University divisions turning a profit.
For example, the Falcon's Nest in the Union was
in the red for a number of years. Since Olscamp
came to the University, however, the Union has
turned into a profitable operation.

With that established, the rest
is simple. Just find another competition that makes the contestants uncomfortable. It seems to
me that there are quite a few
things that are more unpleasant
than passing by a crowd in a
swimsuit, so finding a superior
replacement ought to be a snap.
I think it's admirable of the
reigning Miss Ohio to voice her
dislike of the swimsuit competition, so I'd like to help her out by
offering these suggestions of
surrogate poise-testers. I invite
all beauty, uh, excuse me, scholarship pageants to use any or all
of these proposed events to fur

jp^^B

WT

The reconstruction should be viewed in a positive
light. Not only would it add to the overall appearance of the University, but it would provide a useful
service.
Taking into consideration the track record of the
current administration, we are confident that this
project could turn out to be quite lucrative.
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Cap is looking good
stretch out the weapons over a
period of years so they can bring
the budget deficit down?"
would be a big mistake,"
Secretary of Defense "Cap" the"Itmirror
said thoughtfully.
Weinberger looked into the mir- "When you slow
down producror in his private Pentagon tion each weapon costs
more to
washroom wearily. He had just make."
been on the "Today Show" at 7,
"Cutting
the
military
"Good Morning America" at doesn't help the deficit,budget
7:30 and the CBS "Morning know," Weinberger said. you
News" at 8:15 to make his case
"I probably do, but tell me
for a 13 percent increase in his why again."
budget.
"Because every time you chop
He said, "Why can't people a billion dollars from the miliunderstand that I've cut every- tary you eliminate 35,000 jobs.
thing to the bare bone, and if The only real choice the governCongress doesn't give me my ment has is to put the money into
money the Soviets will never either unemployment benefits
bargain in good faith in Ge- or weapons.
neva?"
"You ought to use that argu"I understand it," the mirror ment with Congress," the mirreplied.
ror said.
Weinberger said, "I don't
"I already have. They're still
make up America's defense bud- giving me a hard time. They
get - the Russians dictate it. Is claim since they're cutting out
$26 billion too much to develop a the farmers, the students, welfoolproof 'Star Wars' system?
Medicare and housing for
"It's a drop in the bucket just fare,
the poor, the Defense Departto find out if it will work or not. ment should at least be willing to
Even if it doesn't, the commies make a few sacrifices."
will have to spend a lot of rubles
The mirror rattled, "You
on their own 'Star Wars' pro- can't put wasteful government
gram.
on domestic givea"Am I being unreasonable spending
in the same out basket
about spending billions for an ways
Defense DeMX missile program which will with cost-efficient
programs. People and
protect us until we have our partment
missiles don't mix."
killer satellites in place?" Wein"You said it, I didn't."
berger asked.
"So what are you going to
do?" the mirror asked.
The mirror said, "You're
"I'm going to hang tough, and
overly prudent. If we don't have cry doom. They owe me $277.5
MX missiles you'll be throwing billion for 1986 and I'm not going
all the B-l bombers on order to take a nickel less."
down the tube, not to mention
The mirror said, "I like it
the fighter planes you need to when you stick your jaw out. Do
protect our battleships."
that on the Ted Koppel show
"Cruise missiles don't come tonight."
"f plan to. Well, I have to go
cheap either," Weinberger said
up on the Hill again today and
defensively.
"Don't 1 know," the mirror meet with six or seven congresanswered. "But they're a bar- sional committees. How do I
gain compared to the Trident II look?"
submarine program which will
"Like a trillion dollars, give or
take a billion either way.
cost $42 billion/'
"Fifty-two billion," Wein- Art Buchwald is a columnist for
berger corrected. "Can you be- the Los Angeles Times Syndilieve Congress wants me to cate.
THE BG NEWS-

when thousands of eyes are
scrutinizing every visible pore,
the owner of those pores tends to
feel as nervous as a college
baseball player who hears that
he's going to be picked by the
Indians in the draft. In other
words, the competition tests
poise because the contestants
need to perform - in this case, to
walk - under uncomfortable conditions.
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by Art Buchwald
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ther their effectiveness and
their reputations.
• Familial multi-media revelations.
Supporters of these pageants
tend to talk a lot about the importance of the family. It's fitting, then, to let a family
member take part in this competition. Multi-media presentations are big these days, too, so
well work that in as well. While
the contestant walks, smiling
broadly, past audience and
judges, slides are projected behind her displaying such things
as the condition of her room on a
typical Saturday morning and
the amount of her phone bill,
charged to her parents, during
her" first month away from
home. Meanwhile, the contestant's mother provides the narration over the loudspeaker.
Any contestant who drops the
smile or blurts out "Mom, not
that!" is eliminated.
• Random costume competition.
^
Each contestant must walk in
front of the judges dressed as a
famous literary character. In a
pageant involving 20 women, 20
costumes, none of them a bit
revealing^ would be ready and
waiting. Ten minutes before the
event, each contestant draws a
character out of a hat and hurriedly gets dressed. The fact
that not all of the costumes will
fit properly merely adds to the
test. Even if the entrant is lucky
enough to draw a good fit, the
event will serve its purpose.
Walking past thousands of normally-dressed people while
decked out as Madame Bovary,
the duchess from "Alice in Wonderland," or Captain Ahab,
complete with wooden leg,
would test anyone's poise.
• Recitative cranial book balancing.
Since poise is what Melissa
wants to test, let's test it the
traditional charm-school way,
with a scholastic twist. Each
contestant, dressed in her high
school graduation gown, wUl
walk past the judges balancing a
respectable-size book on her
head. But not just any book. Her
English 112 instructor will select
a volume from the contestant's
research paper bibliography.
Then, while walking steadily
past the judges, the entrant will
deliver a one-minute summary
of her headgear. Not only will
the audience be impressed by
her poise, but they stand a
chance to learn something about
"Unsafe at Any Speed," ^Subliminal Seduction," "Megatrends" or whatever else is
being worn that evening. And
isn't education, after all, what
these scholarship pageants are
all about?
CraigHergert, a teaching fellow
in English, is from Slayton,
Minn.

Letters.
Exasperated with
slurs on Buffalo
That's it! I've had it! I'm
fed up!!! If I hear one more joke
about Buffalo, New York, I'm
going to try to find some water
in Lake Erie and drown myself.
I'm the type of guy who can
enjoy a good joke - even about
Buffalo - but I haven't heard one
yet. Oh my, oh my - yes, I know
we get more than our share of
snow but what the hell do you
want us to do? Breathe heavy
until the snow melts? For those
of you who have experienced a
real winter (you know, less wind
and more snow) it really isn't all
that bad. You can do these simply amazing things like go snowmobiling and skiing, (real skiing
- down a hill and all!!!) and U
we all behave, Mayor James
Griffin lets us go outside and
build snowmen (I mean snowpeople!!! I wouldn't want
"Women for Women" to start
picking on Buffalo now like they
did the commendable Miss
BGSU pageant). Oh God, yes. I
know the Bills were 2-14 last
season but let's not forget the
fact that they were 8-8, £-7,11-5
and 10-6 in the four previous
seasons. The last straw for me
was when this new stud, Doug
Flutie, said on his signing with
the USFL, "I'd rather play for
New Jersey than Buffalo or
Cleveland, anyway." Well Doug
baby, I don't know how to teU
you this but, BUFFALO DIDNT
WANT YOU!!! HAHAHAHAHA!!! Now Doug baby, there
la no doubt in my mind that
someday when you grow up
you'll be an extremely mediocre

pro-quarterback, but until then
shut the hell up! People from
Buffalo have more pride than to
sign with the USFL, anyway.
Besides, I think your preppiness
and haircut make you look like a
cabbage patch doll reject (your
mother dresses you pretty damn
funny also). Besides Bucko,
don't get too cocky, you're from
Natick, Mass. (where?), which
is not exactly an empire in itself.
I think it's about time those of us
from Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit
and other maligned cities fight
back. If you know of any jokes
pertaining to other "better off
cities write them in. I for one
could use the change of pace.
Robert PcUegrino
Tonawanda, NY

Parking Services,
you're wonderful
I am writing to express my
—'ation for the difficulties
of the people who work in the
department of traffic services
and parking. Their jobs must be
particularly trying during the
kind of winter weather we have
had recently.
AS a handicapped person on
crutches, I am one of the socalled enviable persons at BGSU
who has a reserved parking
space. While I am able to drive
my own car occasionally during
icy weather and to certain locations, I must be "delivered" to
meetings or classes. Understandably, I would much prefer
to be able-bodied and walk
across campus. (I have cancer.)

People in general have always been inclined to complain
about rules and regulations and
the persons who maintain them.
That is human nature I suppose;
especially if / am the one who
received a ticket!
In my dealings with Jean
Yarnell, Director of Traffic
Services, I have found her intent
on trying to be consistently fair
in maintaining regulations related to her job and in doing so
with appropriate flexibility, respecting the circumstances of
individuals who, like myself,
have special problems.

Well, I feel your argument
against financial aid is nonsense. I don't feel I should be
kept out of college because neither me nor my family is rich. I
have lust as much right to an
education as you do!
Yes, you are going to hear
once again that without the GSL
I wouldn't be here. But remember, I will pay back the loan
when I leave college. If you want
to complain about tax dollars
being wasted, complain about
overspending. Your argument
against financial aid is weak and
unsubstantiated.

S. I-angham Johnson, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor,
College of Education

David Jones
SnCMklin

Another dependent
on student loans
I would like to ask James A.
Stone a couple questions while
he is putting down financial aid
in his letter, "Aid Demands are
Nonsense." Who is paying your
tuition and expenses? Whom do
you live with when you are not in
school? I am an independent
student who has to work just to
pay the bills. There is no way I
can save enough money for college earning minimum wage. In
case you don't realize it, college
is expensive. I still have to Day
rent, utilities, insurance, food
and medical expenses. I can't
get a better paying job for lack
of experience and qualifications.
So, Mr. Stone, you are saying I
have to stay in a low-income
bracket because financial aid is
nonsense, and I can't attend
college without financial aid.

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is the campus forum for
issues concerning the University and its community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.
Letters to the editor should
not be longer than 200 words
and guest columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
Cartoons may be any size.
The News reserves the
right to reject submissions we
consider to be in bad taste,
malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject
to condensation.
Please address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
lMUmiversttyHsJl
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Class creates crime tape

Few thefts reported

Milk crates coveted
by Paul Skinner
reporter

Although there are many
milk crates decorating students' rooms, there is little
problem with crate thefts in
Ihe area.
An employee of McDonald's,
1470 E. Wooster, said McDonald's crates are stored outside.
When their crates are stolen, it
usually happens at the beginning of each semester, the
employee said.
Burger King, 1570 E. Wooster has no problem with stolen
milk crates - it receives dairy
products in cardboard boxes,
an employee said. Wendy's,
1504 E. Wooster, keeps its milk
crates in an enclosed area to
prevent theft, an employee
said.

Ronet Ruth-Bany, food services manager at Kreischer cafeteria, said they had no
problem losing milk crates.
We don't leave them out on
the dock where they could be
taken," Ruth-Bany said. Most
of the cafeterias on campus
keep the milk crates inside,
according to employees at the
cafeterias.
STERLING DAIRY of Toledo requires stores to pay for
any lost or stolen crates "so
we've just never had that problem," Gerald Eicher, plant
manager, said. He said when
the stores know they have 14
invested in each crate, thev do
not leave them outside where
thev can be stolen.
Eicher said that when you
see the crates in the rooms,

by Carole Hornberger
siaff reporter

you know somebody paid for
the case, and that has to reflect
back into the price of the dairy
product.
Lea Stevens, sales representative for Driggs Dairy of Toledo, said crate theft is a
problem for them, as they lose
about 20 a week.
Stevens said the problem is
forcing some dairies to charge
a deposit so stores absorb the
cost - raising the price of milk.
"It's no more of a problem in
Bowling Green then anywhere
else though," Stevens said.
Prosecution of milk crate
thieves is not a real possibility
unless they are caught stealing
the crates, Stevens said.
"Unless we see them (stealing), we can't prosecute," he
said.
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PRESIDENTS DAY SALE
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Handbags
Values to $36
$5.99-9.99

Printed Turtlenecks
selected solid colors
1/2 price

Heavy Knit Tights
Lacy-Ribbed-Solid
1/2 price

*
*
*
*
*

Corduroy Overalls
reg. $35.00
$9.99

Vests
Asst. styles colors
values to (34

Extra 25%

Long Raincoat
plaid lining

$9.99

All Fall Dresses
(already % price)

reg $35.00

1/2 price

Fall Robes
asst styles
1/2 price
Extra 25%
All Fall Suits
(already % price)

All Fall Mdse Reduced % price or less
Mastercard

The visual aids have also allowed him to pick out children
who might have been abused.
Tansel explained that most children dance and clap to the songs
of McGruff, but those who might
have been abused will sit quietly
and listen carefully to what the
puppet is saying.

This importance of visual aid
is one reason why Tansel looked
to the University.
He said the department
wanted to make an introductory
video tape for his presentations
and decided the University
would be better equipped to do
the project.
To date, the tape is in the
preliminary stages. However,
Tansel said, the students are
enthusiastic about the project
Karen Koch, senior RTVF iria£r, said the actual content of the
pe has not been set, but ideas
are being discussed.
Koch said because the police
department speaks to so many
age groups it would be easier to
concentrate the video on one
topic - such as a McGruff video.
The students are using this
videotape as a class project.
They are expected to turn in
progress assignments to Ostroff
while making the video.

BGSU ASSOCIATION FOR CAREER WOMEN

* * * GET AWAY 1985 * *
Win 2 round trip United Airlines tickets to Fort Lauderdale! Plane
leaves Toledo on FrL, March 8 and doesn't return until March 15!
Purchase your raffle ticket in the BA Lobby for $2.00 Feb. 4-19 or
see any ACW member.

YOU'RE INVITED TO
UPTOWNS 6th
ANNIVERSARY-BIRTHDAY
PARTY
SATURDAY. FEB. 16
$4.00 5 till 9
-ALL YOU CAN DRINK DRAFT
-ALL YOU CAN EAT DOMINOS PIZZA
•FIRST 100 IN GET SPECIAL EDITION T-SHIRTS-FREE!
•EVERYONE GETS A DOOR PRIZE!
T-SHIRTS. HATS, BEER MUGS

Z/ke f-^ou/der ruff

Welcome

With the help of four radio-tvfilm majors and a video tape,
the Bowling Green Police department hopes to take a larger
''bite out of crime."
According to Grant Tansel,
public relations officer for the
department, he and Patricia
Brockman, Genifer Group, Karen Koch and Owen Redwine students of Professor David Ostroff's private video class,
(course No. 489) - are creating a
video which will enhance the
department's talks on crime
prevention.
Tansel said the crime prevention program is designed to educate the community on crime by
showing some preventative
measures.
For instance, many of Tansel's talks are geared to children. He said he emphasizes the
"stranger danger" theme and
child abuse.

Tansel dresses in full uniform
and uses the "friendly police
officer" routine when talking
with the children.
WITH THE HELP of a robot
named "Huggy" and a stuffed
crime-dog named "McGruff,"
Tansel said the children become
more at ease around him.
He said this is important because many children are frightened by police officers because
some of their parents might
have used jail to threaten them
if they did something wrong.
When the children see a fully
dressed "friendly" officer and
his fun friends, the presentation
is more successful. Tansel said.

52.5 /&/y. Si.
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MARDI
GRAS
1985

MIND READER
TONIGHT
8:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom
Free

MARDI GRAS
Saturday, Feb. 16
Casino, entertainment, music,
food, miniature golf,
caricature drawings...
Union
8:00 p.m.
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Did you hear? McVo*a/ds. has a new |
Lettuce & Tomato Special!"
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Education provided at lower cost

Graduate assistants valuable
by Danielle Ftecher

staff reporter
The graduate assistantship
program at the University offers graduate students the opportunity to obtain research
and teaching experience at the
college level while continuing
their education.
In return, the University receives high-quality, cost-effective instructors for the
classroom and researchers for
various departments. Garrett
Heberlein, dean of the Graduate College, said.
According to Heberlein, the
assistantship program allows
the University to offer students
a good education and keep tuition costs relatively low.
"It's not cost effective for the
student ... to have a Ph.D.,
who's trained to do research,
teach some of these classes
and spend hours grading papers,'' Heberlein said. "If we
had Ph.D.s teaching all of

enrolled in a doctoral program,
Nagy said.
Students in the graduate
assistantship program receive
free tuition and parking, a 10
percent discount at the
bookstore and a salary based
on the number of hours they
work per week.

these classes, students might
Ky three or four times the
tion and receive nothing
more beneficial.
"We can afford to pav the
salaries (of teaching fellows
and graduate assistants) and
give students more on*on-one
time with the graduate students," Heberlein said.

Anay Lenza, first-year graduate assistant in the English
department, said he was going
to take some time off before
Saduate school but changed
i mind when he was accepted
into the University's program.

TO BE ELIGIBLE for the
graduate assistant program, a
student must be enrolled fulltime in a master's program.
The student is also required to
have a 3.0 cumulative grade
point average in both his or her
undergraduate and graduate
work, Jerri Nagy, graduate
assistantship specialist, said.
A Graduate Record Examination is required of all students
before they are admitted into
graduate school, Nagy said.

"I want to teach at the college level. I've made more
money doing other things, but I
like what I'm doing here, said
Lenza. "You have to sacrifice
some things."
BEING ENROLLED as a
full-time student while teaching in the assistantship program isn't that difficult, Vhice
Lisella, second-year teaching
fellow, said.

A teaching fellow must meet
the same academic requirements as the graduate assistant, but a teaching fellow is

"It seems difficult for about
a semester, and then you slip
into it," Lisella said. "It just
becomes routine.
"There's a principle that
says work expands to fill the
time alloted^said Lisella. "I
think that Just about explains
it."
Heberlein said he believes
the graduate students in the
assistantship program can provide a quality education to
undergraduates.
"I really do believe we have
some fine people In the program," Heberlein said. "I
haven't personally heard any
complaints during my five
years here and we have student comments from evaluations that really suggest to me
that they're doing a great job."
Graduate assistants and teaching fellows often "bare the
brunt" of the generalization
that they're bad tachers, Heberlein said.

University police
investigate arson
by Ellen Zlmmeril
staff reporter
University officers are investigating a report of arson made
by the Delta Tau Delta fraternity Tuesday.
Unknown subject(s) set fire to
a poster mounted on a bedroom
door in the fraternity house
causing $25 to $30 da-nage,
according to the report.
Dean Gerkens, associate director of Public Safety, said the
incident happened Feb. 8, but
was not reported until later. He
said be thought the fraternity
may have been trying to handle
the incident by themselves prior
to reporting it to Public Safety.
Gerkens said it is suspected
that whoever set the fire is an
occupant of the house.
PUBLIC SAFETY has lifted
fingerprints from a matchbook
which they believe was used to
start the fire. Gerkens said the
fingerprints, once they have undergone comparison, will identify a "good suspect."

The fraternity is trying to find
whoever set the fire without
having to go through formal
procedure with Public Safety,
Gerkens said, adding that he
thought the fraternity had some
meetings - including one last
night - to encourage the persons) to come forward.
If whoever set the fire is found
by Public Safety following its
investigation, the person(s)
would be prosecuted under
charges of aggravated arson, a
first degree felony. It has a
minimum penalty of four to
seven years imprisonment and
carries a $10,000 fine.
But Gerkens said if Public
Safety does not have to press
criminal charges, the incident
may be handled internally.
Hoyte Wilhelm unit director
of Delta Tau Delta, would not
comment on the incident until a
later date, he said, because it
would not be good for the greek
system, his chapter or the University in general.
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GEORGE'S SPECIAL
sausage, green pepper
onions, cheese,
pizza sauce
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VALENTINE'S DAY

I?

MARDIGRAS
Activities of
COMMUTER
OFF-CAMPUS
ORGANIZATION

2

f>20% OFF
# f EVERYTHING
j\ IN THE STORE!
Except cigarettes, candy and gum

VALENTINE'S DAY ONLY
THIS MEANS EVERYTHING!

*HOT DOG
SALE
*GO FER
SALE

ll-2p.rn.Monday.Feb.il
Through Friday, Feb. 15

Auctioneer Dr. Jeff Gordon
1M p.m. Thurs. Feb. 14

Bee Gee Bookstore
1424 E. WOOSTER
(Across from Harshman)
353-2252
9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
*

<W?
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All Activities will be held
in the Main Lounge, Moseley Hall
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Pharmacist feels
TLC is important
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter

Health Center pharmacist
Cindy Puffer enjoys chatting
with University students as she
fills ISO prescriptions per day
during the winter flu season.
"I want to be known as a
community pharmacist who
helps them with problems,
rather than the picture of the
pharmacist standing behind a
typewriter typing prescriptions," Puffer said.
"It's hard when students get
sick sometimes, since their
moms and dads are so far away.
They need TLC (tender loving
care)," she said.
Puffer has worked as the
pharmacist for the Health Center since July 1983, after leaving
the Fallen Timbers Apothecary
in Maumee. She graduated with
a bachelor's degree In Pharmacy from the University of
Toledo in December, 1980.
Her interest in pharmacy
work began as a teenager, when
she stocked shelves and acted as
a cashier for a drug store. She
said she almost majored in music, but decided she preferred
pharmacy work for her career.
Puffer sings at weddings as a
hobby now.
She said pharmacy work is
still exciting to her - not boring.
"I LEARN something everyday. There are new drugs all the
time, new ways doctors treat
patients and new ways of or-

dering medications. It's such a
growing and progressive field,"
she said.
At the Health Center, she said
the most rewarding part of her
job is educating students on the
proper use of medications.
"We have 75 percent of the
drugs students need," she said.
"Rarely do we have to send
students elsewhere."
The Health Center pharmacy
is for student use only. Faculty,
staff and community members
do not have access to it.
Another fact students might
not understand, Puffer said, is
the process of transferring prescriptions from home pharmacies to the University.
"It would be much easier if
they'd ask their doctor at home
for a prescription to take to the
University. People think once
you get one filled it's a universal
prescription, but it's not."
WHEN STUDENTS bring bottles from home pharmacies to
the Health Center to be refilled,
Puffer must call the home pharmacy and get the transfer approved.
She said students are fortunate that they receive their prescriptions from the Health
Center in about 10 minutes. "If
they went to a chain pharmacy,
they'd be waiting about an
hour," she noted.
She said a new computer, to be
installed by summer semester,
will decrease waiting time even
more since she will not need to
look up information in file cabinets.

3 man Apartments available
9 month leases & summer leases

PHONE: 352-7365

(VecxSQ

What is Feb. 18?

President's Day

One large 1-rtem pizza
5

See Saturday's Sentinel tor details on
Pres. Day Sales -Downtown.

352-3551
,j

Houses for 4-5-8 students
(2) Bedroom/(4) man Apartments
starting at $110.00 month
$495.00 semester

By providing real-time
search and retrieval
services, we place
immediate access to large,
specialized libraries into a
desk top terminal at the
user's place of business
More and more
professionals are finding
NEXIS*. LEXIS*. LEXPAT
andlNFOBANK-an
invaluable tool for business
and legal affairs.
Isolating key kernels of
information for a huge
database begins with
finding men and women
who welcome the challenge
of reducing a complex
technical task to a system
that is easily understood
and used by those without
special computer training.
As we expand existing
services and develop new
ones, we create new
opportunities in software
development for Systems
Planning. Database Design,
Online Systems,
Telecommunications and
Business Systems
Programming.

Monk*
Free Delivery

CARIY RENTALS

BG News7ioe Phelan

Cindy Puffer

°

Gre

the Falcons

Our headquarters campus,
in a pleasant Dayton
suburb, contains some of
the most sophisticated
hardware available today.
As new systems are
developed, we evaluate
them carefully to keep our
services up to the minute.
Sales and service offices are
located in major market
cities throughout the United
States.
If you are graduating with a
degree in Computer
Science, or a related field,
we invite you to join us in
advancing the art and
science of information
management. Meet with our
recruiters when they visit
your campus, or send your
resume to: Human
Resources, Technical
Recruiting Department. We
are an equal opportunity
employer.
Mead Data Central
9393 Sprlngboro Pike
P.O. Box 933

Round trip. Anywhere Greyhound goes.
This spring break, if you and your friends are
thinking about heading to the slopes, the beach or
just home for a visit, Greyhound can take you there.
For only $99 or less, round trip.
Starting February 15, all vou do is show us your
college student I .D. card when you purchase your
ticket. Your ticket will then be good for travel for

15 days from the date of purchase.
So this spring break, get a real break. Go anywhere Greyhound goes Tor $99 or less.
For more information, call Greyhound.
Musi pre-ient a valid a iflep' student I. I). can! upi m purchase. No other disci unts
apply. Tickets an; m m transferable and good tor travel on (mhound Lines, Inc.,
and other partkipating carrietv Certain restrictions apply (Kter effective
2-15^ Offer frniled Not valid in Canada

30K
GO GREYHOUND

Dayton, Ohio 45401

n

And leave the driving to us.

C1985 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
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Study links northern Ohio cities

Employment outlook mapped
TOLEDO (AP) - Researchers
from two universities are trying
to bridge statistical islands created by separate economic forecasts for northern Ohio cities,
giving educators and industries
a more accurate map of the
cities' interdependence and future.
The $23,290 project, funded by
the Ohio Board of Regents, will
let economists link studies
called econometric models of
Akron, Canton, Cleveland, Toledo and Youngstown to make
employment forecasts for those
areas more reliable.
"I think the hope is to be able
to better forecast, for instance in
the Toledo area, what would be
the levels of employment in
these specific industries," says
Michael Magura, an economics
frofessor at the University of
oledo who has used employment statistics from 10 indus-

tries here to forecast the city's
payroll tax revenues.
"This could help people in
education, for instance, know
what things they should be stressing in their classes because
they'll know where the Jobs will
be, Magura said.
"This also has sort of a spinoff
in that you know how the regions
are intertwined in terms of their
economics ... for example,
could there be impacts from
employment changes up in the
Detroit area? If we included
those, would it help explain
changes in employment in the
Toledo fabricated metals sector?"
Magura and James Lesage,
economics professor at the University, are conducting the
study with two econometricians
from Youngstown State University, professors Anthony Stocks
and YihWu Liu.

Econometrics, the application
of statistical methods to the
study of how economic systems
behave, has been used by the
Youngstown researchers to create more general economic forecasts of the area than the payroll
forecasts produced by Lesage
and Magura.
The team of four researchers
will create similar models for
the Akron-Canton and Cleveland
areas, then try to determine
what regional factors left out of
local models could make the
forecasts more accurate.
The study also could help policy-makers know what areas to
target for attention, Magura
said.
As a theoretical example, he
said it might be possible to determine that the Akron-Canton
area's steel-related industries
are so tied to development in

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

Cleveland that legislators could
extrapolate the affect of their
policies related to Cleveland and
calculate a kind of trickle-down
effect on greater Akron.
The variables that could influence such forecasts are tested
by plugging them into complicated mathematical formulas
for past years, then seeing how
closely the results match what
actually has happened. Once the
researchers find out which variables - things such as unionization levels, wages, hours worked
and employment levels - produce the forecast closest to reality, they use the same formula
on current figures to predict
future trends.
The research, coordinated by
the University of Toledo's Urban
Affairs Center, is expected to be
completed by the end of the
year.

An
unce
of
prevention
can protect
your
unborn

LARGE PRIVATE APARTMENTS
MANY SIZES & SHAPES
311'/2 S. MAIN: 2 bdrm, completely furn. Above business with
low gas bills.
315 S. MAIN: 3 bdrm, unfurn. Hdwd floors. VERY LARGE.
Front & Back porches.
317 S. MAIN: 3 bdrm, carpeted furn. Bdrms & bath upstairs.
Living room & eat in kitchen down.
328'/2, 322%, 336Vi S. MAIN: 3 bdrm, unfurn. apt. Above
offices. Low gas bills.
352-5620

336 S. MAIN

(AP) - Postmasters across
Ohio canceled mail deliveries
yesterday because of a snowstorm that paralyzed parts of the
state. In Cincinnati, postal officials coped with public howls
over a policy that threatened to
stop deliveries at mailboxes
obscured by snow and ice.
For the first time since the
blizzard of 1978, mail deliveries
were canceled in several Ohio
cities, including Middletown,
Portsmouth, Waverly, Ironton,
as well as rural areas across
central and southeast Ohio.
In Portsmouth, most mail carriers made it to the post office.
But the mail didn't.
"We really don't have any
mail to deliver," said Postmaster LaRue Horsley. He said mail
trucks from Cincinnati, Columbus and Chillicothe were unable
to reach the Ohio River city.
A Cincinnati postal official
said his carriers' orders were to
"deliver mail wherever we can
safely deliver mall today."
Middletown Postmaster
Hunter Grace said his carriers
were making every effort to
deliver business mail. But
Grace said he canceled the
city's residential deliveries for
the first time in seven years
because of drifting snow,
clogged roads and the late receipt of mail yesterday morning
from the Cincinnati regional distribution center.

Meadowview Court
Apartments

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALi YOU CAN BE.

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

Weather cancels
mail deliveries

214 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-1195

"WE HATE TO do it, because
we realize how important mail
delivery is. But at the same
time, when roads are impassable because of drifts and everything, it's a pistol," an aide to
Grace said.
Grace said the Middletown
suburbs of Monroe and Trenton
also had their residential service canceled yesterday. Postal
officials in some rural areas
reported late delivery or no receipt of their mail shipments
from the Cincinnati regional
center because of impassable
roads.
Meanwhile, postal officials in
Cincinnati reported that public
criticism has surfaced over a
Postal Service announcement
earlier this week that deliveries
might not occur if mailboxes are
obscured by snow and ice. Some
of the complaints eluded the
postal service for making the
announcement prior to Sunday's
2-cent increase in the first-class
mail rate, from 20 to 22 cents.
Harold Engel, director of customer service for the Postal
Service's Cincinnati regional office, said he didn't think the
public's reaction was negative.
"I think the public is pretty
well on the side of the mail
carrier. They realize he
shouldn't be on slippery walks or
porches," Engel said.
BUT ELLA WORSHAM, a
Postal Service public information officer, told The Cincinnati
Enquirer, "I have been answering questions all this week calls have been coming in from
national news networks. I don't
understand why so much attention is focused on Cincinnati.
The mail will be delivered no
matter what.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included* gas heat*laundry facilities
•drapes*carpet*party & game room
•swimming pool*sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished
Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage

3SSS £NUMBEF
tf NUMBER

ONE

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished
$20O-unfurnished
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water, sewage

•NTEST

PREPARATION

ill,', Ml
CLt&US'OMNQMMal

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa w lease

KAPLAN

~ . EOUCAnONAt COTTER

The key to your favorite charity
is

DON'T FORGET VALENTINES DAY!

The 1985 KEY
Order a 1985 KEY during
Charities Week (Feb 11-15) and
The KEY will donate $2
to your
favorite charity
Help your favorite cause and get a great book to boot.
To order, fill out the coupon below or the card that will be in your oncampus mailbox Monday. Deposit the card in the drop boxes at your
dorm or at the Main Desk in the Union, or simply mail the card, via
campus mail, to The KEY, 310 Student Services.

Name.
Soc. Sec. No

ORDER YOUR
1985 KEY
NOW
Donate $2 to

I'LL TAKE A YEARBOOK
Chars* the cod (»17") to my account. Do net pay lor the book until
billed by the burur.
I'll take a yearbook, but I won't be
here to pick It up next tall. Pleaae mall
The KEY to the addreae I've provided
below and charge me the addltonal
f 3.50 mailing coat.

Send card to KEY Office,
310 Student Services Bldg. by
Campui mall.

Mon-Fri 8-5

Sit. 9-5

STUDENT SERVICES
BUILDING

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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^ n.or^ i 3 I c ^ ki r^ r^ I • ^ft/dent teaching provides
D\JKZ\^\CX\ bLllUUI. Kim Ecker with a challange
Kim Ecker is like most students at the University - she attends school
daily. The challenge for her, however, doesn't begin in a classroom on
campus; it begins with teaching at the Alternate Learning Center in
Toledo.
The school, which serves as a temporary placement center for the
behaviorally handicapped, works on obtaining appropriate behaviors for
the students so they can eventually go to public schools.
"The students at this school have all been removed from public school
systems because of their behavior," Ecker said. "They (the students)
have either been referred by their parents, the courts or a previous school
because they cannot function in a regular classroom."
"These are normal children who just can't channel their behavior
properly," she said.
Ecker, who is triple majoring in the moderate, severe, and profoundly
handicapped; learning and behavior disorders; and the educable mentally retarded, is fulfilling a graduation requirement by teaching at the
center.
For eight weeks, she must help teach a classroom of eighth graders
everything from English to history, she said. The students are selfcontained, which means they are in the classroom from 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
"It's very structured - the students are constantly working," Ecker
said. "It takes a lot of advance planning because the students come from
six different schools."
"We want to try to keep them at their level so they won't have any
problems when they are ready to re-enter a public school."
Her interest in the field of special education is not limited only to her
student teaching. Ecker was recently named Student of the Year by the
Ohio Federation of the Council for Exceptional Children. The council is a
national, professional organization whose purpose is to help handicapped
children and lobby for legislation on behalf of the handicapped.
Nominated by the Bowling Green student chapter of Student Council for
Exceptional Students (SCEC), she was presented the award at the annual
state convention held in Dayton in November. She has been involved with
the SCEC for four years, serving as president of the chapter her junior
year and as a governor on the state governing board last year.
"The most important thing I've learned from this organization is that I
can make a difference - I have a voice in what SCEC is trying to say,"
Ecker said. "Not only can I see myself directly reaching a handful of
children by working with them," she said. "But I can also nelp hundreds
by making sure standards are maintained and that the handicapped
receive the privileges and treatment they deserve."
Ecker's other activities include being a member of the Key National
Honor Society, playing women's club soccer and working at a camp for
handicapped children in Cincinnati.
After graduation this spring, Ecker said she would like to find a job
now.
When Ecker finishes her eight weeks at the Alternate Learning Center,
she will begin her final teaching internship at Wynn Elementary in the
Oregon city school district. "When I first came to the school, I felt like I
needed to be an authority figure and that I had to appear tough. Now,
after a few weeks, the students have accepted me and I can be myself,"
Ecker said.
"I really enjoy some of the kids I am working with. I can see their
potential. Now I want to get them to see it."

Norman gels help on his vocabulary assignment from student teacher Kim Ecker. With only six to 10 students in a class they
can all receive personal attention.

In reading class. Ecker and her students take parts and read a play aloud from
Jr. Scholastic magazine.

Ecker spends some of her morning preparing lesson plans
and recording grades.

Photos by Joe Phelan
Story by Sue Corbin
For history the class spilt into two teams and Ecker emceed a game of

"History Jeapordy" to review for an upcoming test.

here
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Senator appears in comics
Senior citizens remarry 'Baffin'
Jake Gam' called space sickness specialist
LINCOLN, 111. (AP) - Cupid's
irrow has hit Mary and Desmond Weindorf yet again, and
the couple, in their 80s, plan to
end their latest divorce on Valentine's Day and marry each
other for the third time.
"Maybe we'll get it right this
time," said Mr. Weindorf, 85.
After the wedding today, Mr.
Weindorf will move into his new
bride's room at the nursing
home where they now have separate rooms.
Mrs. Weindorf, 84, says she
plans to "nag" her husband as
much as necessary.
"I wouldn't feel married if I
weren't nagged," said Mr. Weindorf, who In his working days
was a state police motorcycle
trooper, county and state engineer and local political activist.
The couple were first married

r

on Valentine's Day in 1924 and
since then have been married a
total of 37 years and divorced 24,
said Sue Neavill, 40, the youngest of the couple's four living
children.
"The reason I finally decided
to go along with (the third wedding) was because I realized
they never loved anybody else,"
said Neavill, herself a grandmother.
THE TWO WERE acting "like
a couple of 20-year-olds. Dad's
been very sweet around mom,"
she said.
The Weindorfs are the oldest
couple to take out a marriage
license in Logan County - and
were the oldest to have won a
divorce when they were granted
their second in 1972, Neavill
said.

WINTER SPECIAL

$4.75
Ph. 352-5166
203 North main
Opwn 4 p.m.
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She said numerous Lincoln
merchants, as giddy over the
wedding as the bride and groom,
have donated "everything you
need for a wedding.
The Weindorfs' first marriage
lasted 21 years and produced
seven children, three of whom
died soon after birth.
They were divorced in 1945,
but saw each other occasionally
while dating others, the two said
in a recent interview. They remarried in July 19S6. But the
marriage soured again, and in
1972 they divorced once more.
Neavill said her father, no
longer able to care for himself,
in 1980 entered the Countryside
Health Care Center. She said she
had to put her mother into the
same nursing home last year
after her diabetes, arthritis and
other age-related ailments became too severe.
"I didn't want to send her out
there, knowing Dad was there,"
Neavill said. "But there was no
other place to put my mother."
Mrs. Weindorf said she
"didn't care a thing about him
(Des)" when she entered the
nursing home, but, giggling,
added: "He started bringing me
a banana every morning."
One thing led to another and.
last month, Mr. Weindorf
popped the question.

"We showed him (the strip)
and he thought it was pretty
funny," Hendrix said, referring to Monday's installment,
which noted that one of Gam's
main Jobs will be to conduct
experiments in motion sickness.
In the strip, Gam is interviewed by Doonesbury television correspondent Roland
Hedley aboard a KC-135 military aircraft being flown to
simulate weightlessness.
Hedley is investigating
whether Gam, "no stranger to
weightlessness," is qualified
for his mission - "to throw up
on request."
As a floating Hedley poses
that question, an off-frame
voice warns, 'Heads up!"
Gam has called himself a
"medical guinea pig" for the
space agency, and Hendrix

WASHINGTON (AP) - Cartoonist Garry Trudeau calls it
"the most extraordinary junket in the history of Congress,''
but Sen. Jake Gam isn't offended by the down-to-earth
humor about his impending
space shuttle trip.
"That (criticism) was raised
almost from the moment he
was asked to entertain the
possibility of a flight," said
Bill Hendrix, Gam's press secretary. "He takes his mission
much too seriously to be bothered by that."
The Republican lawmaker
from Utah, readying for a fourday mission scheduled for
blastoff March 3, was in training in Houston and unavailable
to reporters who tried to reach
him Tuesday and yesterday.
But Garn has seen the comics.

says, "He's amused by it Just
like everybody else."
Gam did notice, however,
that Trudeau and his wife,
"Today" show anchorwoman
Jane Pauley who interviewed
Gam last week, both called the
senator a "space sickness specialist"
"The senator said maybe
they're ganging up on him,"
In Tuesday's installment of
the strip, Hedley tells Garn
that "many people feel your
trip is the most extraordinary
Junket in the history of ConThe reporter suggests that a
poet or essayist would be better able to tell the public about
space since Gam, like many
members of Congress, would
have his staff write the
speeches about the flight

Weather delays dessert

Benefit meal created
NEW YORK (AP) - Armed
with 70 pounds of truffles and
500 frogs, the five greatest
chefs of France flew in to create the ultimate meal in honor
of Pierre Franey, who popularized French cooking in the
United States.

AMERICAN
VCANCER
f SOCIETY*

But the benefit dinner organized to raise $300,000 for the
March of Dimes came close to
culinary disaster when a plane

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A

such French delicacies as
sweetbreads with truffles,
frog's legs soup and lobster
dumplings with zucchini blossoms.
The main dishes were creThe chef and his confection
of Grand Marnier custard and ated by Paul Bocuae, Roger
chocolate mousse eventually Verger, Alain Chapel and Jacturned up to tickle the palates ques Maxtmin, who all run
of 500 paying guests at the restaurants granted the highTavern on the Green restau- est four-star rating awarded
rant in Central Park.
by the prestigious Michelin
Diners had already put away guide.
carrying pastry chef Gaston
LeNotre - and his dessert -was
delayed by bad weather for 14
hours.

PIEDMONT APARTMENT
SPECIAL FEATURES
• 880 *q. ft. per apartment
. 2 bedrooms -1W baths
central Gas and heating with
individual apaitment coniro ■>
• completely furnished
• utilities paid. e«cept for electricity
• L-shaped living-dining area with
balcony
• insulated wmdo*. guss
• >iidmg glass doors to balcony

$400/month
83b High St 352-9378
•
•
•
•

wall to wall i-a'petmg
sound conditioned interior
cable TV
kitchen comes equipped with a
:>*• range Mamies* steel sink
retngcratoi, loci wa>.tc disposal

eitra large rtn«el>>
twm beds m each bedroom
oui't in vanity m hallway
'inm closet
'ast recovery Gas water heating
carpeted halls and msidt entrances
Gasequipped laundry area
available in each apartment
building
patio areas with Gas grills available
for each building

SIGN LEASE
W/PIEDMONT APT
RECEIVE
FREE membership
to Health Spa
•
•
•
•
•

hydro spa whirlpool
indoor healed pool
metros sauna
sun lamps
complete exercise
facilities & equipment

The Department of Residential Services
Proudly Presents
"THE ART OF TAKING CARE
OF YOURSELF"
SUNDAY, February 17
Sunshine Auction, 3-5 p.m. Student Recreation Center. Sponsored by
the SRC. All proceeds go to American Cancer Society.
Aerobics 5-6 p.m. Activities Center of Student Recreation Center.
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The Brothers of SIGMA PHI EPSIL0N proudly
announce their 1985-86 officers.
President.
Vice President of Internal Affairs
Vice President of Rush
Comptroller
Corresponding Secretary.
Recording Secretary.
| House Manager.
Social Chairman
| Assistant Comptroller.
Chaplain
ft House Guard.
Senior Marshall.
ftw Junior Marshall.
l.F.C. Representative.

Steve Macionsky
Jon Cook
Reg Goolsby
Rob Baker
Tim Craig
Mike Wagar
Chris Klein
Rich Mueller
Steve Russell
Scott Lameier
Jeff DeMuth
Scott Lameier
Jim Cain
Gregg Lindemuldei
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PHI BOARD:
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ASSISTANT PHI:
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TUESDAY, February 19
Budget Your Bucks, Lecture. Sheila Bieszczed, Instructor, Finance and
Insurance. Rodgers Quadrangle, 7 p.m.
How to Prepare for Life After College, Lecture. Marshall Rose,
Assistant Director, Placement. Offenhauer, 8 p.m.
Athletic Training Lecture, Donna Stambaugh, Assistant Trainer.
Student Recreation Center 7 p.m.

E*E

JUNIOR PANHEL:
ASSISTANT TREASURERS:

-L

a.

r>

ASSISTANT MEMBERSHIP:
PRELIMINARY PARTIES CHAIRMAN:
FIRST PARTIES:
SECOND PARTIES:
FORMAL DESSERTS:
ASSISTANT SOCIAL:
GREEK RELATIONS:
PUBLIC RELATIONS:

5
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RITUAL:
REGISTRAR:
CHAPLAIN-DOORKEEPER:
PICTURE CHAIRMAN:
ACTIVITIES:
HISTORIAN:
ALUMNI RELATIONS:
SONGLEADER:
PHILANTHROPY:
SCHOLARSHIP:
FRATERNITY INFORMATION:
COMMUNITY SERVICE:
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Congratulations to Phi Mu's
1985 Cabinet Officers
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MONDAY, February 18
Panel Discussion on Suicide Prevention Counseling. Primarily directed
toward faculty, administrators, and student leaders. 115 Education
Building, 3:30 p.m.
Panel Discussion on Suicide directed primarily toward students. Prout
Hall, 7 p.m.
Film - "Surviving", Channel 7. Discussion to follow in the main lobbies
of residence halls. 7 p.m.
Lecture: Running/Life After College. Dr. Bowers. 7-8 p.m. Student
Recreation Center, Second Floor.

WEDNESDAY, February 20
Film Presentation about rape and a discussion following. (Presented by
the LINK) Prout Lounge 7:30 p.m.
Nutrition and Weight Control. Theresa Popp-Braun, The Well. 7 p.m.
Upstairs, Student Recreation Center.
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Susan Wells
Debbie Whalen
Kelli Ann Halter
Paula Overesch
Sue Duncan
Kathleen Sullivan
Patti Bohlman
Grenda Snyder
Jill Gall
Andi Emmerth
Audry Heckman
Diane Bird
Janna Harrington
Kim Galbraith
Nancy Hoover
Polly Griewisch
Tracy Parker
Linda Powell
Sherry Steltz
Christain Weekley
Karen Walch
Maria Ann Stambaugh
Kathleen Lorig
Joan Tamburro
Barb Wilson
Susan VanDonsel
Sharon Bambam
DeDe Lunka
Kiki Tirpak
Mary Barnes
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HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
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Falcons edge Central
by Tom Reed
sport* reporter
MT. PLEASANT, Mich. You can tell two teams, such as
Central Michigan and Bowling
Green, are having bad seasons
when many fans come early to
see the women's preliminary
game and don't bother to stay
to watch the men's contest.
"The hell with the boys, both
of these teams are bad anyway," Dorothy Witherspoon, a
Mt. Pleasant native said. "We
came to see the girls, ths other
game will be lousy anyway."
But while the attendance noticeably dropped prior to the
men's game, the MAC'S two
worst teams put on quite a
show as the Falcons outlasted
the Chippewas 72-70 last night.
"Prior to the game there
were two 2-10 teams with not
much to play for," BG coach
John Weinert said. "But neither team gave in, it was a
great game.
After BG erased an early M
CMU lead, neither team would
trail by more than five points.
Through most of the contest,
the lead see-sawed back and

forth, but in the end too many
Chippewa turnovers cost them
the game.
"We made a lot of unforced
turnovers. " CMU coach Dick
Parfitt said. "BG wasn't causing the turnovers, we were just
making them."
ALTHOUGH BG was once
again led by senior guard Keith
Taylor, who scored 28 points, it
was major contributions by
two unlikely heroes, Freddie
Bryant and Frank Booker,
which triggered the win.
Bryant tallied IS points and
nine rebounds, while Booker
added 14 markers. Both Bryant
and Booker enjoyed good first
halfs as they combined for 16 of
BG's 32 points.
With BG trailing 53-51 midway through the second half,
Bryant tied the game when he
scored on a layup. After a Chip
turnover, Booker tallied on an
alley-oop off a good pass from
Al Thomas.
"We really did a good job of
hitting our men inside, Weinert said. "Especially on the
back doors like the one to
Booker."
The Falcons opened their

biggest lead at 61-56 with Bryant scoring on a turn around
jumper. However, CMU battled Dack on basekets by Derek
Boldon and Jim Murray.
AND WHEN the Chips Greg
Washington intercepted a pass,
scored and pulled them within
one, it looked like BG might

toll

"I wasnt all that confident
down the stretch," Weinert
said. "Lately we have found a
way to lose the close ones. I
give the kids credit, they really
hung in there."
Ironically, Taylor, who
usually scores the big baskets
outside, earned his keep at the
foul line hittingeight of 10 free
throws. As CMU continued to
commit turnovers in the closing minutes, they were forced
to foul and Taylor made the
Chips pay for it by hitting his
last six in a row.
With five seconds left, CMU
had one last chance to tie the
Ce.On a missed Booker free
w, Boldon grabbed the rebound and outletted it to Dan
Majrle, but his last second shot
from mid-court went wide.

11 ■ a 1111111 PWl l.

Pathetic shooting downs
BG women in 69-58 loss
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

MT. PLEASANT, Mich. Bowling Green's shooting in its
6W8 loss to Central Michigan
last night reflected the freezing
weather outside Rose Arena.
The Falcons (104, 7-6 In the
Mid-American Conference)
were as cold as the Michigan
winter from the field, making
only 26-of-72 shots for 36 percent.
The MAC-leading Chippewas
(15-7, 12-1), on the other hand,
made you think of a Florida
spring break as they hit 26-of-47
field goals for 56 percent.
CMU shot a blistering 72 percent in the second half.
"We didn't play too bad," BG
coach Fran Voll said. "But you
have to put the ball in the hoop if
you expect to win."
A matchup zone employed by
the Chips was a big factor in
BG's poor shooting.
' "They clogged up the inside on
us," Voll said. "Our poor shooting didn't open things up in-

A bright spot in the loss for the
Falcons was Joelyn Shoup.
Shoup broke former Falcon
Chris Tuttle's season rebounding record of 267 as she garnered
seven boards to bring her total
to 270.
"It's nice to break the record,
it has been a goal I have been
working on," Shoup said. "I'm
not real excited because we lost
and I didn't play too well."
Shoup was held to seven points
by the tough CMU defense,
seven below her season average.
"They really beat on me tonight and boxed me out," she
said. "FJverytime I moved in the
middle someone was there."
The Falcons opened a 20-10
first half lead with 7:52 to go on a

Saturday & Sunday ^fe^-

1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Bowl
.*
All You Can in 2V6 hours for $2.00
per person 4 persons to a lane
Free shoes
Billiards

505 Clough
352-9302 (anytime)

44

TONIGHT
February 14

WET
SHAVERS
wet tour Sweetie al Howards"

A

NO COVER

210 N. MAIN

Teleflara presents
\folentines Day.^

I

2'/2 hours at $1.50 per Table
Old Milwaukee on tap
(Enter the Union on North end of Building next to Prout)

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
IN APARTMENT RENT?
1.
2.
3.
4.

On she management
• 2 bedroom, furnished
On site manintenance
apartments
3 minute walk to campus • Gas, sewage, water & heat
25 retail establishments
included in rent
within a 3 minute walk • Trash collected twice a week
• Laundry facilities in each building

CHERRYWOOD
HEALTH SPA « TANNING CENTER

Mon Fri 9 a m ■ 10 p m

The Ulesl in Euroostn
Suntin Equipment
The SunSyatem « ule< than the sun
The SunSystem oupkcaies just Ihe '>grx
■mount of Uttt VkoM. A fcght to produce a
nch deap Ian At the urn* lima rha
caretuty condoled lampacakjre oi irte
System hetpe to promote the tannsng
process and prevents dry stun Each ses•ton requwea w»t 10 mnutM and you don I
have to wo"Y about ourrang Have a
baauttfV heafthy tan the SunSytlem way

SUITE B15

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL

8 VISITS/'25
plus orw rra» wl coupon

I

I

Klotz
Flower
Farms

906 Napoleon

353-8381

AT 7:30 ft 9:30
EVE. ADULTS $3.50
WED. STUDENT NIGHT
ONLY (2.00

ft leqend in his own neighborhood.
MATT
WU.ON

l^^AuflityW^ATi

Honors Student Association
3rd Annual

TUITION RAFFLE
1) Win the cash equivalent of
one semester's. In-state.
undergraduate tuition.
S939.M — or one of three
($50) book scholarships.

TKp.2?Ch<>PP

2) Tickets availaWeFeb. 4-11
from any HSA member, the
Honors Program Office
(231 Admbustrarlon Bldg372-0202), and at tables
across campus.

Drawing Feb. 21.3:30 p.m. at
the Falcon's Nest. Union.
;

OFFER EXPIRES 2/2S/85

!

That's a lot off moneyr

Craig Karges
knows you'll
be there to watch his
unbelievable feats
Thursday, Feb. 14
8:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom
Free
TONIGHT

CnoppM
SMVK
USD A
nrjadad <0O%

Come into Ponderosa and try the new big; w, better
Chopped Steak Dinner.T. Its
It s bit
bigger, a full Soz.of
chopped steak - at the same affordable Ponderosa
price! Of course, every entree at Ponderosa
includes the Worlds Biggest, Best Salad Buffer,
baked potato and warm roll with butter.
Bowling Green:
1544 E. Womter Street
352-0461

Cc-Sponsoredbji $g&. and The Copv Shop
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MARDI GRAS 85

All carmtry r««i.t«r.d
BGSU .t.da.t. .Ugible.

3) I1 f)« tacfca« or afar ticks*,
for IS. 1

2

•

part of
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COUPON
Ona FREE Tamng Saaann <
ana FFIEE v*it lo Haam Spa
with coupon
UMT 1 P€R CUSTOMER

Mind Reader

Valentine's Day is
February 14.

r

352-9378

HOURS
Sat 1 1 a m 9 p m

MlMMlNll
•mail, sat

VISIT OUR MODEL/OFFICE

Ifcfeflon'i new One from the Hart
Bouquet features treah flowers n a
write virytcosted wax basket wan a
bur heart design. It conies si two sates.
Afterward, the red aner saps out leavsis the keepnake basket ready foe
toaetnes. pens or soaps- Cal or visit
our shop for desvery anywhere in the
US. or Canada.

y

Sth ft High Sts.

^

Give the "One from the Heart"
Bouquet

*•

BG took a 28-26 lead into the
lockerroom when Charlene Parrish scored on a layup as time
expired.
CMU coach Vonita Davenport
thought that coming back in the
firsthalf was the key in the ball
game.
"I really thought it was inportant for us to come back," she
said. "When they opened up that
10-point lead, I had visions of our
loss at BG earlier this season
(BG won, SMI, Jan. 5)."
• See Basketball page 13

Buckeye Room Special

Campus Manor
Apartments

mtfi dub

Dina Jerinec 15-footer.
CMU slowly chipped away at
the BG lead, and with 29 seconds
left in the half tied the score at
26-aIl on a Betsy Yonkman

PONDEROSA
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Will Rose tie Cobb?

A few thoughts to sooth the mid-winter blahs
• I don't miss Howard Cosell's
input at all on Monday Night
Football.
• Doug Flutie would be wise
never to set foot in Cleveland or
Buffalo for the remainder of his
life.

Well, winter has finally
accomplished what it always
does by mid-February, it has
given me "cabin fever."
This dreaded ailment sends
my mind wandering over many
subjects like. . .
• Am I the only person who
thinks that Sam Bowie will be
the next BID Walton? All the
ingredients are there, he's tall,
talented and usually injured almost the splitting image of
Walton.
• It's a pity that Brian Piccolo
will be remembered for the way
he died and not the way he
played football.
• The Cavaliers will never
again capture the hearts of
Cleveland like they did during
the "Miracle at Richfield" in
1975-76.

Karl's Komments

by Karl Smiili
sports reporter

AFTER HIS less-than-tactf til
remarks about his preference of
New Jersey over both cities,
he's probably a marked man.

universn^neane Presents

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE.CUREII

GETTING OUT
i

February 13-16
8 pm
mJOE E. BROWN THEATRE

12953 KRAMER RD
— BG. —
BG* LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

• Baseball's salary scale has
gone past ridiculous and is in the
absurd range.
RICK SUTCLIFFE wins 16
games and earns over $1
million. Reggie Jackson, now
erratic in his offensive
production, earns millions for
sitting on the bench most of the
time nursing his superhuman
ego.
• Who sets the most picks in
the NBA?
• How can Moses Malone and
Earvin Johnson justify making
over $2 million per year?
• When will Pete Rose retire?
• Will Pete Rose ever retire?
• Speaking of Rose, anyone
who says be Isn't hanging on just
to break Ty Cobb's record is
kidding themselves.
• Merlin Olsen is proof that ex-

No, he Is a marked man.
• Bowling Green's Joelyn
Shoup should get all-conference
honors. Anyone who can pull
down rebounds like she can
deserves all the credit in the
world.
• What ever happened to Paul
Shmyr of the Cleveland
Crusaders?
• At least one of the three
major networks should
broadcast pro wrestling.
• My guess is that Ted Stepien
was banned from American
sports after his disasterous
reign with the Cava. I'll bet
that's why he has a Continental
Basketball Association
franchise in Toronto now.
• Did I mention that I'm glad
Howard Cosell isn't on Monday
Night Football anymore?

|L

Tiff Jr

tJ^k tickets available at door for S1.50

-—

352-7031

S T u fa I 0 1

«P|^S

-,> 20% OFF \j/
ALL PERMS

MosterCord
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Valid Only Thru February
with coupon
Ask For: Vicki, Cherie, Tim or Robin
"Formerly From Macy's"
1 IS Clough St. Just off Main
332-0061

FALCONS
-,
vs.
/W. MICHIGAN
SATURDAY

WOMEN : 12:30
MEN : 3:00
Firsl 1,0011 Fans receive lubes si ::::::•::: and sunglasses.
:::-::;-::•:':: Coppertone, Burger King and Pepsi! Tickets
■

..

• AM I THE only person who
doesn't like indoor soccer?
• Steve-Carlton is a coach's
dream and a writer's
nightmare.'
The veteran pitcher
consistently wins 20 games and
strikes out a bundle of batters
yet won't grant interviews.
• Is there any product that a
pro athlete isn't endorsing?
• I wish San Diego would have
won the World Series just so
Kurt Bevacqua would have had

a shot at the Most Valuable
Player award. Any guy who can
win a bubble gum blowing
contest is all right in my book.
• I don't care now many races
Franco Harris wins. Jim Brown
is the greatest running back
ever to play football. Yes, that
includes Walter Payton,
although "Sweetness" is light
years ahead of Hants.
• I hope Howard Cosell stays
out of the broadcast booth.
•Bob Uecker is Mr. Baseball
• The quarterback option is
my least favorite play. If
quarterbacks were meant to
run, they would have been
running backs.
• What ever happened to Joe
Charboneau?
• Julius Erving and Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar seem like they
could go on forever.
Unfortunately, they won't.
The list seems like it could go
on forever too, but fortunately, it
won't.

think
spring!

^
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football players can be very
good announcers. O.J. Simpson
and Lynn Swann are proof that
they can be equally as bad.
• Bill James told everyone
that the Cubs would be a serious
candidate for a 1964 pennant
long before the season started
and everyone laughed. You
know the rest
• Okay, Mike Fischlln won
arbitration and has a new
contract, so what?

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
'Two-bedroom apartments
' Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
'Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at dough & Mercer Sis. 1 block
behind McDonalds Restaurant.
Call Rich at 352-7182

3-

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
AVOID LONG WALKS TO CAMPUS!!
525 E. MERRY: 2 bdrm, completely furn. Washer/dryer in bldg.
Extra storage closet in apartments. Private parking lot.
507 E. MERRY: 2 bdrm frun. apts. NEW LIVING ROOM FURN.
Washer/dryer in bldg. Private parking lot.
520 E. REED: 2 bdrm frun. apts. NEW LIVING ROOM FURN.
Washer/dryer in bldg. Private parking lot.
850 SCOTT HAMILTON: 2 bdrm fully furn. apt. Very large
room. Private parking lots & laundry
facilities available.

352-5620

336 8# nAM
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M$
THURSDAY - WIOT
PASSION PARTY
Flowers to the Ladies 19 & over crowd.
FRIDAY ■ ROCK NIGHT
18 & over crowd
50* on mixed drink 'till
8:30
SATURDAY ■ WRQN
CABIN FEVER PARTY
Win a FREE VACATION
to Boyne Mountain
18 & over crowd
50* on mixed drinks 'till
8:30

Located just north of B.G. COUPON Route 25, Perrysburg
!■«■■■■■■■■■■•■«
*•■«■«

SENIOR SALUTE
FRI-SAT 7:30 p.m.

FALCONS vs. MIAMI

DA
RANDERSON

ROLL
ATTEND BOTH BG-MIAMI HOCKEY GAM
THIS WEEKEND AND SALUTE THE SENI
MEMBERS OF THl TEAM WHO ARE PLAYING
THEIR LAST Rf GULAR SEASON HOME
GAMES.

""WafflBMaffflw^iBaBr
QMETCE F3R THE COM PLA YOFFS IS STIL
THE LM
a»
OUR'SUPPORT IS NEEDED!
"LEASE ATTEriDll
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CCHA playoff
race not over
by Sieve Qulnn
assistant sports editor

Idle in CCHA play Feb. 22 and
23.

With four games left on the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association schedule, the race for
home ice advantage of the first
round of conference playoffs is
far from over.
"Hie top eight teams of the nine
team conference qualify for the
playoffs with the top four teams
hosting the first round in a twogame total-goal series format.
The winners of each series will
advance to the semi-finals in Joe
Louis Arena, in Detroit.
This year's CCHA regular season champion, Michigan State,
and Lake Superior have
clinched home ice, leaving two
spots available. Teams still in
contention include Bowling
Green, Western Michigan, niinois-Chicago, and Ohio State.
Of the four teams, Western
Michigan holds third place with
a 14-13-1 record and 29 points.
Chicago (14-14) and Ohio State
(13-15-2) are tied at fourth with
2J points, while Bowling Green
holds the sixth position at 13-15
with 26 points.
The following is a breakdown
of opponents for each of the four
teams in home ice contention:
• Western Michigan —
Home-and-home with Michigan Feb. 15 and 16.
Home-and-home with Ferris
State Feb. 22 and 23.

• Bowling Green — Miami at
home Feb. 15 and 16.

• Chicago — At Michigan
State Feb. 15 and 16.
Bowling Green at home Feb.
22 and 23.
• Ohio State — Michigan at
home Feb. 15 and 16.

At Chicago Feb. 22 and 23.

The Falcons can finish anywhere from third to eighth
place, however, one win would
guarantee them at least sixth
place.
Should the Falcons win it's
four remaining games it would
guarantee them at least fourth
place. Combined the four wins
with two Western Michigan
losses, and they would finish
third.
Whatever the results are in
the next two weeks, the Falcons
are assured a spot in this year's
playoffs as two Ferris State
losses to Ohio State (5-2 and 34)
last weekend guaranteed them
the position.
Ferris owns a 8-19-1 record for
17 points and even by winning its
remaining four games coupled
with four Bowling Green losses,
Bowling Green would still have
a one point edge, 26-25.
Bowling Green head coach
Jerry York said he is not surprised at the playoff race going
down to the final weeks.
"Our league Just has a habit of
being in very competitve situations," York said. "The last
couple of years we've been involved in a race with Michigan
State. Other parts of the conference were also involved. Last
Sear Western Michigan and
orthern Michigan we battling
for borne ice.
"The last few years have been
very competitive," he said. "It's
good for our fans. It's a credit to
now good our conference is."

Bowling Green football
coach Denny Stoli announcecd yesterday the signing of 20 high school football
eayers to national letters of
tent.
"Without a doubt this is the
best class we have had since
the Brian McClure, Troy Dawson and Vince Villanucci
class. The timing is very apis the first time we
have been able to recruit Big
10 type lineman as well as high
school receivers with phenomenal speed."
The 20 recruits will help fill
the void left by 15 graduating
seniors and the loss of seven
starters, three on the offensive
line.
The Falcons have recruited
a top notch quarterback from
Bakersfield, Calif, in Pete
Clarksean.
Clarksean is a 6-1,190 pound
signal caller who was one of

the top quarterbacks in California last season. Two wide
receivers are coming to BG
from the Detriot area 5-11,170
pound Reggie Thornton, and
Ronald Heard a speedster in a
5-10 175 pound package.
STARK COUNTYplayer-ofthe-year Ron Viscounte of
Uniontown Lake High School
will join the Falcons as a running back. The 5-11,235 pound
Viscounte earned honorable
mention all-state honors at the
AAA level.
Tight end Ron Austin is a 6-3
200 pound native of Southfield,
Mich., who will try to replace
departed Mark Dowdell.
On the offensive line, the
Falcons welcome Ron Todd of
Dayton 6-3,240, Mark Sparger
of Detriot 6-5, 235, and Bill
Whan, 6-5, 235 Birmingham
Mich.
Falcons have three defensive lineman in 6-4, 215
Calvin Whitfield, Detroit, 6-5,

/2X

$5

^

M-9:30-5:00
T-Thur-9:30-6:30

Reg. $10
Good thru Fab. 19
bring coupon

■ DMI
not
includ.
shampoo

F-9:30-7:00
Sat-9:30-4:00

THE HAIR REPAIR
"Where quality cornea Rnt"
located in the Stadium View Shopping Center
Lola
Leah
Suzle

I

352-2566

expires 2/28/85

T

Thru 2/14/85

830 Fourth St.

MAKE YOUR BREAK
TO DENTLEY'S!

Hours

FREE DELIVERY

WILLOW HOUSE APARTMENTS

(Located behind Open Pantry)

Haircut

$1 OFF Medium Pizza
2 items or more

MARRIED AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS
ONLY

With 12:38 left in the second
half, the Chips opened a 42-34
advantage when Latanga Cox
sank a layup off a Sylvia Odum
feed. Odum broke CMU's alltime assist mark with that pass.
Yonkman and Cox fueled the
Chippewa rally by hitting four
points each.
"Yonkman and Cox were hard
to stop inside," Voll said. "They
killed us down the stretch."
CMU's hot shooting and
timely free throws kept BG at
bay the rest of the game which
resulted in the 11-point win.
Yonkman led CMU with 18
points. Trisha Phillips was next
with 15. Cox and Odum added 14
apiece for the Chips.
Rhonda Moore paced the Falcons with 21 points. Jennie
added 14 and Stephanie Cot
chipped in 12 for BG.
The Falcons will host Western
Michigan Saturday in Anderson
Arena at 12:30 p.m.

Wright earned first team
class A all-state honors in
Michigan while Zimmerman
was honorable mention AAA
all-state, second team all-district in Ohio.
The Falcons have four outstanding players in defensive
backs Ray Souther of Brookfield, 5-9, 190, Detroit native
Jerry Brocks 5-9, 170, Andre
Vaughn of Flint, Mich., 6-1,
190, and Kyle Kramer of Dayton 6-3, 170.

440 E. Court • 352-1596

9

Continued from page 11

222 Derrick Carr from Detroit,
and 6-4, 235 Dave Kinzie, of
Toronto Ont.
Defensive end Tom Addie of
Akron, 6-3, 250, is an all-state
special mention in AA.
BG's four linebacker recruits are Larry Lambright, 63, 230 from Norton, Colby Latimer of Dayton 6-2, 195,
Wayne Wright of Detroit, 6-3
175, and Shawn Zimmerman
of North Canton 6-3, 225.

PUFF'S PIZZA

FREE DRYING
ALL WEEK
WOOSTER COIN LAUNDRY

Basketball

Falcons sign football recruits

*
*
*
*
*

1 bedroom, unfurnished apartments
Air conditioning
Tenants pay gas & electric
12 month leases only
$225-$245 per month
N. SUMMIT APARTMENTS

*
*
*
*
*
*

1 bedroom and efficiencies
Furnished
1 year leases only
Tenants pay gas & electric
$195-$245 per month
Interest on security deposits for leases
signed before March 31.
^^

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!

KINKO'S
Quality Copies - Passport Photos • Binding

(across from Ridge School)

Kinko's
325 E. Wooeter

354-3977

(Across from Taco Bell)

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Woosler
352-0717

toUlcui
SvUrV

IZZfl

You deserve a break and
Bentley's in the Holiday
Inn, has just the right
deals for you. Monday through
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special
prices! And, don't forget the Bentley's
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm
featuring our famous Sip n Dip! Make
your break a "Bentley's break!"

BROTHERS, he
Home of the Foldover!

352-8408

■emtley's in the Holiday Inn-Bowling Green
1550 E. Wooste-r St. • Dowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-5211

I
2 FREE Pepsi

Black Student Union
and
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program (ECAP)

with any

10", 13", or 17"
Foldover
at regular Price

$4.00 (reg. $5.10)

- Present -

Canyoul or Delivery

Dimensions Off Black Awareness
February 1985
Theitre FrrtucUMl TELL PMAR0AH
Dy Lotion Mitchell
oiteciea Dy Woodie King. Jr
(Field Trip Contact ECAP372 2798)
Otorlin College Videe Cabaret/OMce
(Qoertin Ohio) (Prince. Mien* Jackson etc

Common! •

<

2 Small
Chef Salads
1 Garlic Bread
and 2 Pepsi

Tkari. Hk u
(Leave BG 3 00 pm)
• Stf.FtfMI
(1000 pm)

Free Admission To All Events
(For Information Contact ECAP 372-2798)

Everyone Welcome

eeeaeaeaeaianieaiaeaeaesweeeaeaeewi

order a 17"

We have Valentine
gifts and cards
for EVERYONE

™ LITTLE SHOP

Located in the University Union
Open 8 445 Monday thru Friday

Italian Pizza

I

I

with two or more extra
Items and get a

Canyout or Delivery

Buy a Family Size
1 item Pizia at
Regular Price

And

FREE 6-Pack of
Pepsi

Receive
Small

a

Foldover

FREE

I

Value $4.00

Canyout or Delivery

■
836 S. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Fouls Typmg
Superior quatty on a xerox memory writer
$1 OO'pege On campus pick-up IMF) 4 00
pm669 ?579

ASSOCIATION FOB CAREER WOMEN
KEEP SEILINO THOSE RAFFLE TICKETS
• WE'RE TORONTO BOUND ■

Dave,
Get peyenad lor the Alpha DM date party on
Sat We're going to have a VERY FUN time"
Amy
RUSH COUNSELOR
INFORMATION NIGHT
MONDAY, FEB It
9:00 p.m.
TOWN ROOM IN UNION
FOR MORE INFO.
CALL I72-STM

CPA Prspsraoon For 5/85 Exam
STANLEY H KAPLAN ED CTR
3550 SECOfl. TOLEDO

ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS!"
VALENTINE'S DAY HAPPY HOURS- BRING
YOUR FAVORITE SWEETHEART. 4-7PM
MAIN STREET- WEAR RED t WHITE. GET
YOUR SHARE OF THE PIE- GET INVOLVED.
SEE YOU THERE TONIGHT!!

536-3701
PLANNED PARENTHOOO
OF NW OHIO
920 N Mam SI BG
ConlxJenlwIpersonal care
Special Rales BGSU students
Convenient Appointments

Attention Criminal Justice Melon
Criminal Justice Organization Meeting,
Monday, February 16. 7:30 p.m. In the
Campus Room, 3rd floor of the Student
Union. Quest speaker will be Mike Surber
horn the Bureau ot Criminal Investigations
and identillcition All criminal justice 1 precrlmlnal justice mafors are strongly urged 10
attend. Free and open to all.

354-3540

Experienced tax preparation $7 50- ehort lorm
SI5long 352 0991

FALCON FLYERS
Send a special message to someone Only
25' on sale Feb 14 In University Hall.
Sponsored by 8.C.E.C.

PERSONALS
-A DATE THAT WILL LIVE IN INFAMYPHI GAMMA DELTA TAU CHI
THERE. THERE NOW. JUST LEAVE
EVERYTHING TO ME "
D-DAY

Tne Lesbian And Gay Alliance
wi meet at 8 30 m the Rehgrous Education
Room ol SI Thomee More Parish Thai weeks
discussion will center around causes and preventions ol surcide in the gay community Open
lo the Duul*: Meet d tr..>n<]'

ARE YOU BEING A GOOD VALENTINE? TAKE
YOUR SWEETHEART TO SEE "AN OFFICER
AND A GENTLEMAN" AT 9:00 OR 11:30
TONIGHT IN 210 MATH/SCIENCE. ALL
PROCEEDS GO TO THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION.

LEARN TAI CHI CHUAN
Internal exercises sword play Meeting Wed.
Thurs . 7 00pm UCF Center. 313 Thurslm
Info 354 2820

25" NITE Al Mr Bofangles Tonight Plus Florida
Trip Give away No cover and fcve entertainmenl 893 S Main Si

LOST & FOUND

BGSU Sororities.
We can make STREAMERS The Best COLLEGE NIGHT m Toledoi The short drive lo
Reynolds & Heatherdawns isn't much to ask tor
such a WILD lime Thursday night See you
mere'
TheFtats

LOST
Black coal al Howards Friday mte Has Royal
Blue trim and buttons- size 9 Please return1
Andrea 2 4842

Big Chnssy Bonza Congrats on your Sigma
Chi-0G lavakering lo Steve11 love ya' Little Kel
Carol

LOST Ladies gold Heloros watch, between
Lehman & Mam and Taco Bed or Founders
Great sentimental value Please call Marti 3548133

Rest your love on me a while "
Your Buddy
$1 19 Breakfast
Bacon or Sausage. 2 Eggs.loast.coffee
Mon-Fn 9am- 1pm with this ad
Expires March 3. 1985
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412 E Woosler

RIDES
Fade needed to Woosler College, weekend ol
Feb 16 Can leave Fnday. back on Sun 3548839 Gas S included

CHRISSY AND STEVE.
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR SIGMA
CHI- DG LAVALIERING. I WISH YOU BOTH
THE BEST OF LUCK.
LOVE YA, DARLENE
Dam.
I hope your Valentine's Day ra as special as you
are Love. Terri

Ride needed to Ohio University Feb 15-17
MM help with gas SSS Cal Shari 372-4484
Ride needed lo Rochester. Ml or surrounding
area- 2 15 Wat help w. gas SS 372-1911.
Nancy

Hal tfropladd caused your graduation date to
be delayed? If so call or write Undergraduate
Student Government 405 Student Services
J72-0324
"GREEN BEANS ARE COMINOt
HAPPY VALENTINE S DAY
ALL ENROLLED BGSU STUDENTS'
YOU CAN WIN FREE TUITION
Hey Alpha Sigs
We are reedy to party with you on Friday night'
Let's be 'Spontaneous'''
Love. The 0Z'«
Hey MicneJe fMGl Happy Valentine's Day Too
bad thrs is al you're gonna get Be Mme
Love always. Jell IJR)
JAYNERQOOD LUCK ON YOUR
INTERVIEW AT MCO"

K 09. Pikes and Phi Celts.
Gel psyched lor the Valenhnes Day 4 way
Undoubtedly a combo for fun'
ThoPhlMus

23
24
26
28
29
31
32
33
34
35
37
41
42
43
44
47

WIN BIG BUCKS IS939I
IN HSA'S TUITION RAFFLE
THAT'S A LOT OF MONEYI

LET THE SIGMA CHI'S
0J YOUR NEXT PARTY
CALL DAVE J 372 1906

25' NITE At Mr Bofangles Tonight
Plus Florida Trip Grve-eway No cover and Ive
entertammenl 893 S Main 81

LI Annie I know Its late but Congjialutahuna on
govtg active' Your the best' I'm so proud ol
you' Alpha Gem Love * Mine. Sue

YOU'RE INVITED TO UPTOWN'S tlh
ANNIVERSARY PARTY. SAT. FEB 11. ALLYOU-CAN-EAT DOMINO'S PIZZA. ALL
YOU CAN DRINK DRAFT. (4 ADMISSION.

FREE

With 1 Dozen
Delivered Donuts

*
*
*
*
*
*

(with coupon)

•xp.3/28

The
Getaway I*
DONUTS IICI CHAM

* *••$ Main

352-4162

48
49
51
53
54
55
58
59

62 Whitney

63 Climbing
pepper
84
la die
86
Freischut2
68 Mingle
6? Talent it one

IIMII

P"

Twin bed ■ mattress » spring $407 364-8111
'82FordEXP Excellnl condition 384-1392

Ladiee red ROFFE ski pants Be style Sue
smal 352-4376

FOR RENT

One and two bedroom apartments/houses
dose lo campus S and V Rentals 9am-3pm
352-7454 After 5pm call 832-7555
Student wanted to manage smal apartment in
exchange for rent concession Must be honest,
pleasant. A mechamcaty inclined. Cal 8238015 lOcal after 6pm)
2 Bedrm Apt . S Mam St . S250 pan utl.
cal 8-10 AM 354-7288

Roommate needed for Spring/Summer
Apt Comer of S Coaage i Napoleon,
near drive-thru. Reasonable Cal Don
or Damon 354-8141
Need to rent: Married couple. 1 bdrm or elf
unlurn. ma) app . rent by mo or 6 mo. leeae
beg Dec '85 Location not imp. in Bowling
Green Cat Leah. 352-8179 Late Eve a. 352!957wknds

Apartments. Houses. Duplexes
Cal 354-2260 or 352-6553
John Newtove Reel Estate
319 E Woosler

Housea t Apia for 1985-88 school year
Smnh-Bogga Rentala 352-9467 blwn 124pm or 352 8917 after 6:00pm.

HELP WANTED

Need F student* to II apta and houses Aval
now Near campus Ph -352-7365

AIRLINES HIRING, S14$39.000' Stewardeasea Reservation*! Worldwide' Cal lor
Guide. Directory Newsletter 1(916) 944-

Apt. for Rent for Spring Semester.
2 bedroom, lully turn, apt Heat, Cable T.V.
hookup, water paid by owner. Close to
campus. Call 362-7112 ask lor We*.

4444 x BO Aa
Computers Various positions available Hiring
now Cal 471-1440 Job Exchange Smal lee
CRLHSESHIPS HIRING. S16-S30.000' Cambeen. Hawaii. World Cal tor Guide. Directory,
Newsletter I-(9I6) 944-4444 x BG Cruiae
Marketing Representative Wl train Growth
oriented Cat 471-1440 JOB Exchange
Smal fee
Production Engineer TV
$15,00017.500 00 yearly Cal 471-1440 Job exchange Smal fee.

THURSTIN APARTMENTS
AIR CONDITIONING. FULLY CARPETED. CA
BLEVISK3N. EFFICIENCY LAUNDRY FACIUTIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER A FALL
451 THURSTIN AVE 352-6436
SUMMER1FALL RENTALS
2 - Bedroom. AC, lully furnished apartments. Convenient location, reasonable
rates Cell 352-4»«t
2 bedroom apta evasabie Dale 352-4380
ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm . turn apt
dishwasher, extra storage.
Comer ol S Colege t Sixth
Cal 352-3841 12-4 or 354-2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Progressive company seeking ambitious individual lor summer employment Exceeent experience tor the business-minded Individual
pursuing a business degree W# mvofve the
coordination ol outings and special events
Minimum of two years of undergraduate study
and flexible hours a must Send personal
information or resume to: Geeuga Lake Personnel Dept. 1060 Aurora Rd. Aurora, OH
44202
Student wanted lo manage smal apartment In
exchange lor rent concession Must be honest,
pleasant & mechanicaly inclined Can 8236015 I local after 6pm)

Rockledge Manor
Large 2 bedroom lurniehed apt
dishwasher, extra storage
South Cotage and 6th
Cal 352-3841 or 354-2260
John Newtove. Real Estate

Management WI tram and experienced Cal
471-1440 Job exchange Smal lee
Fmdtey based company seeking Accounting
Co-Op pan time $4-6 per hour to start ASAP
3 0 GPA Juniors or Servers Cal Co-op office
3722461
Boy Scout Camp needs Ecology Director,
Field Sporta Director. Handlcralt Oreclor.
Assistant Fields Sports Doctor and
Assistant Ecology Director CM
419-341 7293 to set up interview

Fal 1985
2 bdrm. turn apt
352-2803
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS Close to Campaa for Slimmer IMS and 15-88 school year.
1-2*7-3341

l>i>C>eM>.W>S>C>4»»£>t>^

*
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SEND YOUR VALENTINE
A "HEART SHAPED" 9
*
PIZZA
You can order any size pizza in a heart
shape (at NO EXTRA COST) along
with a message or a card. Orders sent
to a 2nd party must be prepaid. (We
can pick up any pre-payment and cards
during the week between 4pm and
midnight).

0

CALL FOR DETAILS Open 4pm

FREE DELIVERY

352-5166
203 N. Main

George

1IIIM1I
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WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
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DOWN
t One of the
Reiners
2 Simian
3 Tie

Argument
Makes invalid
Light brown
Asian country
Recede
Days ot yore
Hoosier
humorist
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37 Distant
38 Reasons for
"sudden death
plays

P•

47
48
50
52
57
58
80

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

HII ll.l
I'lMUl I

36 Sen

T!~

4 KEO BEER TROUGH. $125 OR BEST OFFER.

61 Collection

engine

1

To Patty T . Belay C . Dona M . Peggie V ,
Nancy T , Zup. Laurie F . and the rest of the
Xl's Thanks so much lor Wednesday' It was a
day and night that I wont eoon forget' Those
screaming Hangs at Sundance reaty knock a
person out' Saturday's surprises were even
better The Umo was exceeent and so was
BOB What a cool dude1 (Just ask Pigletr! I
knew I had the best tamify but I never realized
how great my friends are Thanks again- il
meant a lot lo me PS Hi Littles Kim & Cat
P S S Betty & Pats- get psyched lor Arizona' I
love you al' Nicole

Let the Crescent Shine!
On the Qamma Phi Dale Party

5*

39 Green land
40 Name in
fashions
42 Czech
mountains
44 Humiliated
45 Cape
48 The star Alpha
Aguiiae

33 Sleek to the
touch
34 Baltimore

»«

TO OUR MISS MINNESOTA.
MICHELLE KOPYAR- GOOO LUCK IN THE
PAGEANT THIS WEEKEND' WE LOVE YOU'
YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS

Why do people who Ike each other never let
each other know? Why do people play games?

****** COUPON* ******

14
15
16
17
18
20
22

THE QUESTION IS
WHY 00 THE NICEST GUYS 0ATE THE
MEANEST GIRLS'

WHAT?
SPEAK LOUDER!
Are you having trouble hearing? Are you afways
asiung people lo repeat what they sard? Come
10 the FREE hearing screening sponsored by
the National Student Speech-Language Hearing
Association Feb 12. 13 and 14 12 30-3 00
n 338 South Hal

Keith.
Wish we could spend this day together, but
only 23 more days ill we're living those tropical
dreams - I rove you. Jonme

LOOKING FOR FEMALE ROOMMATES TO
SHARE AN APARTMENT WITH FOR FALL 85
CALL SUE AFTER 5 30 AT 372 4492

Mobee home in Gypsy Lane, 2 bdrm, tOx 50.
Save rent A bold equity, Asking $3,300
352-1731 alter 8 or weekend

2 F roommates needed for 85-88 year Cal
Sharon or Carol 354-8465

UPTOWNS 6th ANNIVERSARY PARTY SAT.,
FEB 1t. GET THERE EARLY— 1st 100 IN THE
DOOR GET SPECIAL EDITION T-SHIRTS.
EVERYONE ELSE GETS DOOR PRIZES
INCLUDING HATS. T-SHIRTS 4 BEER
MUGS. 5-» pm

25' NITE Al Mr Bofangles Tonighl
Plus Floride Trip Give-Away No cover and Ive
entertainment 893 S Mam ST
Judy Kraso.ec
YOU ARE A VERY SPECIAL SOMEONE TO
ME SPRING BREAK WILL BE LONELY WITHOUT YOU I LOVE YOU'
LOVE, SAND BOX

Female rmmte needed Own room 2/bdrm Apt
$125 mo 8th a High Feb rent FREE Health
Spa mem ship FREE Cal Carol collect 9996288

3 females need 1 nonsmoking responsible
lemate roommate for 198586 school year
Brand new apartment m Haven House Complex Cal Keey 354-8524

RUSH COUNSELOR
INFORMATION NIGHT
MONDAY. FEB. tt
9:00 p.m.
TOWN ROOM IN UNION
FOR MORE INFO.
CALL 172-5731

8
J 50* Coffee i

Hdiied by Trade Michel Uttt

11

Has dropfedd caused your graduation date to
be delayed? II so call or write Undergraduate
Student Government 405 Student Service!
372-0324

Tammy Salem and Kefy Stoddard.
Congratulations on your excellent
performances in the Miss BGSU Pageant
We are so proud of both ol you
Love. Your Kappa Sisters

HE KNOWS YOU'LL 8E THERE'
CRAIG KARGES
THURS FEB 14 8 00 PM
GRAND BALLROOM
FREE

*

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
6

Sgma Nu's: The Dee Zees can't wall to
celebrate Valentine's Dey with youl Watch
out far Cupid's arrowal

E.A.F.

**•* **************

"

4 More ostentatious
5 Irritates
6 JeHerson
Davis'org
7 Made a
declaration
8 Shed
9 Disturbed
10 The following
Abbr
11 Broadsword
12 Jack ol rhyme
13 Deck items
19 Defeats
21 Interference
24 Trunk
25 Paradise
27 Lawmaker
30 Throttle the

WANTED

FOR SALE

ttsj

One Large One Item Pizza

ACROSS
M'A'S'HfOW
Nobelist lor
Literature 1957
Operations
center Abbr
Motto s milieu
Inclination
Costal 10
Cleans a rug
Even
Paty tare
Summer. .Hong.
I he Riviera
Vearn
Command
Pays bach
Frankfurt s
river
Hoary
Singles
Grassland
Collar-fastener
London'!
Baitey
Gei aboard
Covered a cake
Much used
abbr
Bless onesell
Sundial number
N-COlo's violin
SpanishAmerican peso
Flying Pred'
Proportional
Dally
Against
Burrows
Sicilian resort
Draw
O'Artagnan s
creator

CARTY RENTALS
House- 926 E Wooater
4 bedroom for 8 students
Apta 311 E Merry St
2 bedroom tor 4 students
(inc. heal, cable, water & sewage)
$130/**ch- S585/semester
630 N Summit- $125'each
3 man apta- 316 E Merry St
Summer Rentals al Special Rates lor
'' Houses.-Rooms -Apta
Office Hours 11-4 pm al 318 E Merry -Apt 3
or phone anytime lot inlo 352-7366

25' NITE At Mr Bofangles Tonight
Plus Florida trip Give-away No cover and live
entertammenl 893 8. Ham 81.

HAPPY VALENTINE S DAY'

GAMMA PrH DATE PARTY
GAMMA PHI DATE PARTY
GAMMA PHI DATE PARTY

Wank*
Tuesday Only
Inside Only

1985 Mas BGSU Exec Staff
Pat. Ron. "She*". Steve. Dave. John. Jl and
Linda -Thanks for at the tremendous support
you've given me the peat 6 months It's rare
thai you fina such true friends
XOXO. Lisa P S SAVEY. SAVEY. SAVEYIII

HE KNOWS YOU'LL BE THERE'
CRAIGKAROES
THURS FEB 14. 8 00 PM
GRAND BALLROOM
FREE

FUIs.
Gel psyched lor tonight' The Kappas are ready
to party heertyl

ALPHA DEI T
VALENTINE CRUSH
IS COMING SOON!
"An Officer And A Gentleman"
Tonight1 9 00 » 11 30 MSB a SI 50
Treat your Valentrne riohl'

'78 Toyota Corrola. good meaage Musi sell'
Best offer 352 9128

Fad Good InHdel
"An Officer And A Gentleman"
Tonight' MSB 9 00 a 11 30 II 60

Al you Dee Zees get reedy tor some fun. fun.
fun1 Don't miss out on the excitement at the
sisterhood'

WOULD YOU LIKE A CHANGE OF SCENERY?
How do CALIFORNIA. GEORGIA. OREGON.
MAINE, or NEW MEXICO sound? You can
attend college there or one of 70
other places through the NATIONAL
STU0ENT EXCHANGE! Out-of-stata fees are
waived and your credits will transfer back to
BGSU through NSE. To leern more, contact
372-0202 or 231 Administration now-eppllcation deadline is a week away!

FALCON CUPPER Haircuts S8-7. hairstyles
S8 9 Cal lor an appt today' 352 6200
SPRING BREAK HURRY' South Padre and
Steamboat are sold out - but there's sti a Ittte
span* felt al Deytona Beach starting at S78.
Mustang (stand/Port Aransas for St 19 and
Corpus Chrrsti at $79 DON'T WATT ANY
LONGER - CALL SUNCHASE TOURS TODAY
TOLL FREE 1-800-321-5911 or contact your
focal campus representative or travel agency
HURRY^

SHINE ON
SHINE ON GAMMA PHII

25' NITE Al Mr Bofangles Tonight
Plus Florida tnp Give-away No cover and eve
entertainment 893 S Main St

Remember your first ride on a roHercoasler>
Your l«st «as' Some things m Me can I Just be
explained- They have to be experienced1 Experience CoSege Life" Thuts , 7 30 P M Comp
ton Cat Lnge Sponsored by Campus Crusade
lor Christ

Phi Mu'a. Phi Delta and Phi Pel's.
What a combination for a farrtaatJc lour-way
Thursday nighli We're ready to atari the weekend right with a wed warmup"
ThoKD'a

SAM B'S HAPPY HOURS— 4 TO torn
IF YOU ARE 21. WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI

419-255-7769

BARGAIN BOOK SALE"
Large assortment ol Political Science books on
sale University Hall Wed. 2/13 and Tuea.
2/19. 10:30-2:30. Stop by and check out the
great prices
SI OO-hardcover and 50*soflcover Both new and used books Al
proceeds go towards BGSU
MUN (Model
Untied Nation*) Program

Unique Valentine Grlte
Kleevers Jewelers
363-8891

MM MB
Monday Feb 18 8 30 or 9 15
RUSH AOD

Do You Know Your Faghts Aa A Tennent?
MocK Fa» Housing Trial
7.00 Tonight
City Council Chambers
Crty Council Building
304 North Church

Abortion, pregnancy tests
student rales
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo

Come see AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN
tonight at 9 00 and II 30. 210 Math Science
Admraslon $1 50- AH proceeds go lo American
Heart Association

25" NITE Al Mr Bofanglea Tonight
Plus Florida Trip Give-Away No cover and live
ontertammonl B93 S Main SI

Dae Zees, Tonight:
Be prepared tor a Brlel Atfalr.
The Sigma Nu-OZ Valentine's Day Party
DonSnyder.
You may not Know who I am • but I Know who
you are! Gel psyched for Saturday1
-Your Mystery Alpha Pen

Al your typing needs
prompt A professional
352-4017 Clara

ATTENTION
FRIDAY IS THE LAST DAY TO SIGN UP FOR
AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP. FRESHMAN ORIENTATION »« AMA NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP 1985 -135.
SIGN UP IN BA LOBBY FRI FEB 15 11:30-3

DEAR OELT DATE*:
GET PSYCHED FOR ANOTHER "WHOWEEKEND" FRIDAY WELL HANG.
SATURDAY SKI. AND AS USUAL GET OUTOF-CONTROl.
WE LOVE YA'S. YOUR ALPHA QAM PATES

Nancy. Meanda. I Jackie.
It ra chance that makes sisters but hearts that
make friends You are the beat frfenda anyone
could have' Love you lots"
L A L. Amy

DO YOU JIGGLE WHEN YOU SHOULD
WIGGLE???
Lose those unwanted pounds before bikini
season Try our easy, affordable weight control
program- 100% guaranteed WI be In Room
107 Henna HO on Thursday night al 8 00 Ask
lor Suzy or cal 1 -800-452-2800 ext 587 for
eppt 8 irrAaprttw

Moner Board can be tun
Mortar Board w* be fun.
Meter Board has been fun

u

n
i

—

Vi

V* Our 28 entrees
are all priced
under $10

Dinner Served S p.m.
to Midnight.

♦Heat *Water
•Cable "Trash Removal
All included
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF
LEASE
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31

Locations available just 6 blocks from campus
400 E. Napoleon

352-9135

9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by appointment

